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INTRODUCTION
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INTRODUCTION
This manual serves as a user guide for the FIES II system. This includes
a brief discussion of the background and scope of the project, a
discussion of basic and advanced operating installation and problem
determination procedures for the FIES II system and information on
hardware and software design and implementation. The final part of the
document consists of a number o9 appendices including a detailed
specification for the microprocessor software, a detailed description of
the expert system rule base and a description and listings of the LISP
interface software.
Martin Marietta has expended considerable effort researching and
developing AI technologies appropriate for the automated management of
spacecraft power systems.
The first FIES (Fault Isolation Expert System) program, conducted under
IR&D funding, demonstrated the applicability of expert systems to fault
isolation and detection in space-based power systems.
The EMES (Energy Management Expert System) program, conducted under CR&D
funding from MSFC, demonstrated that an expert planning system is capable
of load management in spacecraft power distribution systems under both
normal and degrading conditions.
While these projects provided proof of the concept that expert systems
technology may play an important role in power system automation, neither
of the above systems addressed the critical issues of performance of the
expert systems themselves or the continuous operation that are key
requirements for expert systems that play a role in an actual energy
management system that integrates both traditional hardware and software
based control strategies as well as expert systems based control
strategies.
The FIES II program, conducted under CR&D funding from MSFC, has begun to
address these requirements.
For FIES II, a breadboard which models the essential power components in
a space based power system was constructed. The breadboard allowed MMC
to drive a FIES system in a real time, hardware based simulation
environment.
The following describes the hardware and software used for FIES II.
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FIES hardware is divided into three major subsystems. The first is the
Breadboard which contains solar array simulators (power supply modules),
batteries, network configuration relays, load simulation modules,
measurement networks, and control logic. These components may be
configured into a power subsystem (also referred to as a power network)
manually at the Bread Board Fault Insertion Panel, via keyboard entry at
the Microprocessor Terminal, or through the Graphics/Mouse Interface on
the SYMBOLICS Terminal. Four fault types are supported and may be
inserted via the Bread Board Front Panel Fault Insertion switches. The
fault types include:
"opened relay' which interrupts current through some point
in the power subsystem,
"closed relay _ which allows fault current to flow to some
point in the power subsystem,
"resistive shunt' which causes excessive current drain ( I-2
amperes) at some point in the power
subsystem, and
"direct shunt' which causes an infinite current sink at
some point in the power subsystem that is
limited only by the current sourcing
capability of the power modules.
The second major hardware subsystem is the Microprocessor. The Sensor
Data Acquisition Schedule (SDAS) which is located on the microprocessor
provides an operating system for managing and monitoring the Bread Board
Subsystem. A bit oriented memory map allows individual control over the
network configuration relays. Writing a "I' to the corresponding memory
bit forces a relay contact closure and writing a 0' forces the relay
contacts open. In this way, various power networks can be dynamically
configured for evaluation and demonstration of the fault isolating
capabilities of FIES.
The Microprocessor provides hardware for monitoring the voltage and
current levels at 2_ sensor node locations in the power subsystem. It is
also equipped with added I/0 capabilities for interfacing to the Bread
Board Front Panel, the Monitor Terminal, and the SYMBOLICS machine.
The third hardware subsystem is the SYMBOLICS LISP machine. The
SYMBOLICS provides the processing environment for the Expert System
software, which is an extension of the Automated Reasoning Tool (ART).
Graphic capabilities supported by the SYMBOLICS terminal provides a user
environment that is easy to master.
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The FIES II software is divided into three main subsystems (or layers).
The layer closest to the Bread Board is the Sensor Data Acquisition
Scheduler (SDAS) whose task is to coordinate the activities of the
microprocessor. These activities include controlling the Bread Board
hardware, monitoring the sensor measurement nodes for steady or fault
states, and handling communications with the SYMBOLICS.
The middle layer, the Expert System Communications Interface, resides on
the SYMBfYLICS. Its activities include conm_unicating with the
microprocessor, supervising the sensor load network configuration,
managing the sensor load measurement data, interacting with human
operators, and interfacing to the Expert System.
The outermost layer is the Expert System itself. Its activities include
interacting with the Expert System Interface and hypothesizing the source
of faults manually introduced via the Fault Insertion Panel on the Bread
Board.
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TUTORIAL:ASIMPLEEXAMPLE
2.0 Overview
This section provides a programmed instruction approach to
operating the FIES II system. A new user should be able to
successfully execute all the instructions in the sequence prior
to attempting to use the more sophisticated options providedby
the system. Upon completion of the instructions, the user
should have a basic understanding of how to operate the FIES II
system. This tutorial is presented in 3 phases, hardware
initialization, software initialization, and runtime. For each
of the phases there is a 9low chart in Appendix A keyed to the
following text. Where appropriate, nodes in the flow chart
reference graphic displays that are copies o9 what an operation
should produce at each step in the sequence.
2.1 Hardware Initialization
Steps 2.1.1 thru 2.1.4 are concerned with correct initialization
of the hardware.
2.1.1 Power up the breadboard. This is accomplished by
throwing the main circuit breaker on the breadboard front
panel to the "ON" position.
2.1.2 Ensure that all _aults have been removed from the
network. This implies that none of the 48 relay switches
are toggled up or down. Ensure that the operating
constraints detailed in chapter 6 are in effect.
2.1.3 Verify that the microprocessor operating system has
completed self test. Operating system load and self test
will occur automatically when the breadboard is powered
on. Successful completion is verified by the presence of
a -' prompt on the microprocessor terminal.
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2.1.4 Boot the Symbolics processor. This is accomplished by
entering: logout <return> then: halt machine <return>.
At this time the system will prompt for input. Enter
boot art.boot <RETURN>.Booting the system will take
about 3 minutes. Verify that the boot sequence has
completed by observing the "please login message" on the
terminal.
2.2 Software Initialization
Steps 2.2.1 thru 2.2.9 are concerned with correct initialization
of system and application software.
2.2.1 Enter "SDAS.EXE" at the microprocessor terminal.
system should not respond in any way.
The
2.2.2 Turn the switch on the front panel of the breadboard to
self test. This should result in a sequence of relay led
configurations displayed on the breadboard.
2.2.3 After observing the "self test completed" message on the
breadboard status display, return the front panel switch
to reset.
2.2.4 After observing the "system has been reset" message on
the breadboard status display, turn the front panel
switch to slave mode. Verify that the status display
reads "SYMBOLICS MODE".
2.2.5 At the Symbolics terminal enter (login 'fies-."
production). This will cause the interface software to
be loaded. If the *MORE* message appears at the bottom
of the terminal, simply depress the space bar.
2.2.6 Enter ART by depressing the SELECT key, waiting 2-3
seconds and then entering A. Verify that you are in the
ART command window, more recent versions of ART go to the
next step (clear) automatically.
2.2.7 In response to the = > prompt in the ART command window,
enter "clear". Verify that the system clears. If no
prompt is visible after a clear, depress <RETURN>.
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2.2.8 In response to the = > prompt in the ART command window,
enter "load". The system will respond by prompting for a
file name. Enter c: > lies-art-production>
load-lies.lisp. Observe that the entire system is loaded
by watching that rules compile as they are loaded. This
will take about 5 minutes. Upon completion the system
should display the = > prompt.
2.2.9 In response to the = > prompt enter reset. The system
will initialize the ART schemata and database. This will
take about 3 minutes.
2.3.0 Initiate Runtime
Sections 2.3.1 thru 2.3.10 describe the steps taken to run a
fault isolation case.
2.3.1 In response to the = > prompt in the ART command window
enter "run". The system should transfer control to the
LISP interface schematic display.
2.3.2 Position the mouse to the middle of the display and click
once on the middle button. This should result in a pop
up menu.
2.3.3 Position the crosshair cursor to the RETRIEVE
CONFIGURATION option in the menu. Observe that a box
appears around the option. Now click on the left mouse
button.
2.3.4 A window should now appear at the top of the screen. In
response to the "enter file name" prompt type in
msfc-demo-l.cnf and hit return.
2.3.5 Observe that the conf{guration stored in the above file
has been loaded into the LISP interface schematic display.
2.3.6 Click on the middle mouse button, resulting in the pop up
menu. Now select the download configuration option and
click left on the mouse.
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2.3.7 Watch the Fies interface status display. When the
messagein the display reads "I/0 wait: fault data" you
mayinsert a fault in the breadboard.
2.3.8 Ensure that the second shunt type switch is toggled down
to direct. Then toggle the relay numbered23 down. This
introduces a direct short on the path leading from power
module 2 to the low power bus.
2.3.9 The microprocessor will then transfer the faulted state
to the LISP machine. Following this data transfer,
control will be passed to ART. ART will run the FIES
application. Typical times for this will be between 1.5
and 4 minutes.
2.4 Repeated Runs
It is not necessary to complete the entire sequence described
above for every fault isolation run. Once the ART application
has been loaded (step 2.2.8) there is no need to reload it. The
procedure for a repeated run is to begin with step 2.2.9,
continuing through section 2.3.9 until completion.
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SYSTEMVERSIONS
3.0 Overview
MMC has provided two FIES II systems. The first of these
systems is called the production version. This system operates
in near-real time mode. For this reason, the production version
offers no explanation facility beyond that of the screen that
displays fault types and locations. The second of these systems
is called the interactive system. Here the user can examine the
behavior of the LISP interface and the sort runtime environment
through a variety of switches available through both LISP and
ART.
3.1 Production Version
The operating instructions for the production version appear
below. These steps are represented graphically by the flowchart
for the production version which appears in Appendix A.
3.1.1 Hardware Initialization
Steps 3.1.1 thru 3.1.4 are
initialization of the hardware.
concerned with correct
3.1.1.1 Power up the breadboard. This is accomplished
by throwing the main circuit breaker on the
breadboard front panel to the "ON" position.
3.1.1.2 Ensure that all faults have been removed from
the network. This implies that none of the 48
relay switches are toggled up or down. Ensure
that the operating constraints detailed in
chapter 6 are in effect.
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3.1.1.3 Verify that the microprocessor operating system
has completed self test. Operating system load
and self test will occur automatically when the
breadboard is powered on. Successful completion
is verified by the presence of a -' prompt on
the microprocessor terminal.
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3.1.1.4 Boot the Symbolics processor. This is
accomplished by entering: logout <return> then:
machine halt <return>. At this time the system
will prompt for input. Enter boot art.boot
<RETURN>.Booting the system will take about 3
minutes. Verify that the boot sequence has
completed by observing the "please login
message"on the terminal.
3.1.2 Software Initialization
Steps 3.1.2.1 thru 3.1.2.9 are concerned with correct
initialization of system and application software.
3.1.2.1 Enter "SDAS.EXE" at the microprocessor
terminal. The system should not respond in any
way.
3.1.2.2 Turn the switch on the front panel of the
breadboard to self test. This should result in
a sequence of relay leds configurations
displayed on the breadboard.
3.1.2.3 After observing the "self test completed"
messageon the breadboard status display, return
the front panel switch to reset.
3.1.2.4 After observing the "system has been reset"
messageon the breadboard status display, turn
the front panel switch to slave mode. Verify
that the status display reads "SYMBOLICSMODE".
3.1.2.5 At the symbolics terminal enter (login 'lies-<';
production). This will cause the interface
software to be loaded. If the *MORE*message
appears at the bottom of the terminal, simply
depress the space bar.
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3.1.2.6 Enter ARTby depressing the SELECTkey, waiting
2-3 seconds and then entering A. Verify that
you are in the ART commandwindow more recent
versions of ART go to the next step (clear)
automatically.
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3.1.2.7 In response to the = > prompt in the ARTcommand
window, enter "clear". Verify that the system
clears. If no prompt is visible after a clear,
depress <RETURN>.
3.1.2.8 In response to the = > prompt in the ART command
window, enter "load". The system will respond
by prompting for a file name. Enter the string
C: > lies-art-production> load-lies.lisp.
Observe that the entire system is loaded by
watching that rules compile as they are loaded.
This will take about 5 minutes. Upon completion
the system should display the = > prompt.
3.1.2.9 In response to the = > prompt enter reset. The
system will initialize the ART schemata and
database. This will take about 3 minutes.
3.1.3 Initiate Runtime
Sections 3.1.3.1 thru 3.1.3.9 describe the steps taken to
run a fault isolation case.
3.1.3.1 In response to the = > prompt in the ARTcommand
window enter "run". The system should transfer
control to the LISP interface schematic display.
3.1.3.2 Position the mouseto the middle of the display
and click once on the middle button. This
should result in a pop up menu.
3.1.3.3 Position the crosshair cursor to the RETRIEVE
CONFIGURATIONoption in the menu. Observe that
a box appears around the option. Now click on
the left mousebutton. Alternatively the user
may enter a configuration by mousing on the
desired relays. If this is done the user may
skip step 3.1.3.4.
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3.1.3.4 A window should now appear at the top of the
screen. In response to the "enter file name"
prompt type in the name of the desired
configuration file.
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3.1.3.5 Observe that the configuration stored in the
above file has been loaded into the LISP
interface schematic display.
3.1.3.6 Click on the middle mouse button, resulting in
the pop up menu. Now select the download
configuration option and click left on the mouse.
3.1.3.7 Watch the Fies interface status display. When
the message in the display reads "I/0 wait:
fault data" you may insert a fault in the
breadboard
3.1.3.8 Insert the required fault in breadboard.
3.1.3.9 The microprocessor will then transfer the
faulted state to the LISP machine. Following
this data transfer, control will be passed to
ART. ART will run the FIES application.
Typical times for this will be between 1.5 and 4
minutes.
3.1.4 RepeatedRuns
It is not necessary to complete the entire sequence a
described above for every fault isolation run. Once the
ART application has been loaded (Step 3.1.2.8) there is
no need to reload it. The procedure for a repeated run
is to begin with step 3.1.2.9, continuing through section
3.1.3.9 until completion.
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3.2 Interactive Version
Operation for the interactive model is described in the
following section. This version allows the operator to step
through the runtime system, examining steady state and faulted
data, as they are received by the LISP interface, setting up ART
runtime options and finally controlling the execution of the ART
application.
In general, the operation is very similar to the operations
described in the tutorial. The major differences are the
directory from which the applications is loaded and the
availability of ARToptions during runtimes.
The operating instruction for the interactive version appear
below. These steps are represented graphically by the flowchart
for the interactive version in Appendix A.
3.2.1 HardwareInitialization
Steps 3.2.1.1 thru 3.2.1.4 are concerned with correct
initialization of the hardware.
3.2.1.1 Power up the breadboard. This is accomplished
by throwing the main circuit breaker on the
breadboard front panel to the "ON" position.
3.2.1.2 Ensure that all faults have been removed from
the network. This implies that none of the 48
relay switches are toggled up or down. Ensure
that the operating constraints detailed in
chapter 6 are in effect.
3.2.1.3 Verify that the microprocessor operating system
has completed self test. Operating system load
and self test will occur automatically when the
breadboard is powered on. Successful completion
is verified by the presence of a "-' prompt on
the microprocessor terminal.
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3.2.1.4 Boot the symbolics processor. This is
accomplished by entering: logout <return> then:
halt machine. At this time the system will
prompt for input. Enter boot art.boot
<RETURN>.Booting the system will take about 3
minutes. Verify that the boot sequence has
completed by observing the "please login
message"on the terminal.
3.2.2 Software Initialization
Steps 3.2.2.1 thru 3.2.2.9 are concerned with correct
initialization o£ system and application software.
3.2.2.1 Enter "SDAS.EXE" at the microprocessor
terminal. The system should not respond in any
way.
3.2.2.2 Turn the switch on the front panel of the
breadboard to self test. This should result in
a sequence of relay leds configurations
displayed on the breadboard.
3.2.2.3 After observing the "self test completed"
message on the breadboard status display, return
the front panel switch to reset.
3.2.2.4 After observing the "system has been reset"
message on the breadboard status display, turn
the front panel switch to slave mode. Verify
that the status display reads "SYMBOLICS MODE".
3.2.2.5 At the symbolics terminal enter (login 'lies ....:
interactive). This will cause the interface
software to be loaded. If the *MORE* message
appears at the bottom of the terminal, simply
depress the space bar.
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3.2.2.6 Enter ART by depressing the SELECT key, waiting
2-3 seconds and then entering A. Verify that
you are in the ART command window (more recent
versions o£ ART go to the next step (clear)
automatically).
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3.2.2.7 In response to the = > prompt in the ART command
window, enter "clear". Verify that the system
clears. If no prompt is visible after a clear,
depress <RETURN>.
3.2.2.8 In response to the = > prompt in the ARTcommand
window, enter "load". The system will respond
by prompting for a file name. Enter the string
C: > lies-art-interactive> load-lies.lisp.
Observe that the entire system is loaded by
watching that rules compile as they are loaded.
This will take about 5 minutes. Upon completion
the system should display the = > prompt.
3.2.2.9 In response to the = > prompt enter reset. The
system will initialize the ART schemata and
database. This will take about 3 minutes.
3.2.3 Initiate Runtime
Sections 3.2.3.1 thru 3.2.3.10 describe the steps taken
to run a fault isolation case.
3.2.3.1 In response to the = > prompt in the ART command
window enter "run". The system should transfer
control to the LISP interface schematic display.
3.2.3.2 Position the mouse to the middle of the display
and click once on the middle button. This
should result in a pop up menu.
3.2.3.3 Position the crosshair cursor to the RETRIEVE
CONFIGD-RATION option in the menu. Observe that
a box appears around the option. Now click on
the left mouse button. Alternatively the user
may enter a configuration by mousing on the
desired relays. If this is done the user may
skip step 3.3._.
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3.2.3.4 A window should now appear at the top of the
screen. In response to the "enter file name"
prompt type in the name of the file and hit
return.
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3.2.3.5 Observe that the configuration stored in the
above file has been loaded into the LISP
interface schematic display.
3.2.3.6 Click on the middle mouse button, resulting in
the pop up menu. Now select the download
configuration option and click left on the
mouse. After the configuration has been loaded
and the steady state table returned to the LISP
interface, the user may examine the steady state
data using the EXAMINESTEADYSTATEmenuoption.
3.2.3.7 Watch the Fies interface status display. When
the message in the display reads "I/0 wait:
fault data" you may insert a fault in the
breadboard
3.2.3.8 Insert the required fault into the breadboard.
3.2.3.9 The microprocessor will then transfer the
faulted state to the LISP machine. The user may
then examine the faulted state, using the
EXAMINEBreadboarddata menuoption.
3.2.3.10 The user may now set up the ART runtime
environment. This is accomplished by clicking
on "WATCH"in the ARTROOTMENUand selecting i
or more of the rules, facts, goals, agenda,
activations, statistics and dribble options.
Then click twice on the middle mouse button to
return to the ROOTmenu. Nowclick on "RUN" to
start the application.
3.2.4 RepeatedRuns
It is not necessary to complete the entire sequence as
described above for every fault isolation run. Once the
ARTapplication has been loaded (Step 3.2.2.8) there is
no need to reload it. The procedure for a repeated run
is the begin with step 3.2.2.9, continuing through
section 3.2.3.10 until completion. If any of the WATCH
options have been turned on, the user should turn them
off prior to the reset command. Failure to do so will
cause errors in the interface betweenLISP and ART.
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LISPINTERFACEOPTIONS
4.0 Overview
This section provides a description of the options available in
the LISP interface. It is anticipated that these options will
be primarily used in conjunction with the interactive version of
the FIES system.
4.1 Structure
Options are provided through a menu system. The menu system is
only one level deep, that is, the only option available to a
user after selecting and executing an option from the main menu
is to return to the main menu.
4.2 Options
The following options are available through the menu system.
Each of the options is described below.
4.2.1
4.2.2
Download Configuration
This option is used to download a configuration to the
microprocessor prior to a run. The configuration is
specified either by using the RETRIEVE CONFIGURATION menu
option to load a previously saved configuration into the
display or by clicking the required relays off or on
using the mouse.
Retrieve Configuration
This option is used to load a previously saved
configuration into the display from the
fies-library-direct0rY. Upon clicking left on this menu
item the user should observe a window at the top of the
screen. The window may be exited by using the ABORT key.
Once the window is visible, type in the name of the file
corresponding to the desired configuration. After the
name is entered, hit <RETURN>. The window should
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disappear and the user should observe that the
configuration has been loaded into the display. If the
file does not exist the message "file does not exist"
will appear in the FIES Interface Status window.
At this point the user will be reprompted for the file
name. Use the ABORTkey to exit the window or reenter
the file name. In order to view all saved
configurations, the user should use the LISP machine file
system. This is accomplishedby the following steps:
I) SELECTF
2) Click left on TREEEDITANYOption
3) Eater c:fies > lies-library > *.*.*
The user should maintain this directory using commands
native to the LISP environment. These commands are
discussed in the ZMACS edit manual.
4.2.3 Archive Configuration
This option is used to store a configuration that is
currently loaded in the display into a file in the
lies-library directory.
After selecting this option, the user should observe a
window at the top of the display. Enter the name of the
file in which the configuration is to be stored and hit
<RETURN>. If the file already exists the message "File
exists" will appear in the FIES Interface status window.
In this case, the user will be reprompted for a new file
name. Enter the new file name or use the ABORT key to
exit the window.
While any naming conventions may be used, it is suggested
that a common extension such as ".cnf" be employed. This
is the extension use for MMC provided configuration
files. A directory name need not be entered, as the
default will be to store the files in c: > lies >
fies-library.
4.2.4 Examine Steady State Data
This option allows the user to examine the state of the
breadboard following a download and the subsequent
transmission of the steady-state table to the LISP
machine. To return from the steady state window display,
the user should click the middle mouse button and select
the option "RETI/RNT0 PREVIOUS SCREEN".
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_.2.5 ExamineBreadboard Data
This option may only be used in the interactive version
of the system. The option allows the user to examine the
state of the breadboard following fault insertion and the
subsequent transmission of the fault table to the LISP
machine. To return from the breadboard window display,
the user should click the middle mousebutton and select
the option "RETURNTOPREVIOUSCREEN".
4.2.6 Art CommandWindow
This option is only useful in the interactive version of
the system. Typically, it is used following a
configuration download steady state transmission, fault
insertion and fault state transmission. It allows the
user to transfer control to ART after reviewing the data(i.e. using examine steady state or examine breadboard
data commandoptions).
If the option is used in any other sequence, result of
the ARTrun will be meaningless since ART is expecting a
fault state data input.
4.2.7 QUIT
This option allows the user to exist the interface and
return to the LISP LISTENER.
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CHAPTER5
INSTALLATIONGUIDE
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INSTALLATION
5.0 Overview
This section details the steps necessary to install the FIES
software. Installation includes microprocessor, LISP machine
interface and expert system software.
5.1 Microprocessor Installation
5.1.1 Ensure that the IRMX operating system has been correctly
installed. This may be accomplished by booting the
microprocessor and observing that the microprocessor self
confidence test runs to completion.
5.1.2 Use the backup utility to load the FIES microprocessor
software from the 8" floppy disk to the winchester.
5.1.3 Enter "SDAS.EXE" from the microprocessor console. If
there is no response, the system is functioning normally.
5.1.4 Further microprocessor software verification test
procedures may be found in the test and demonstration
plan document.
5.2 Lisp Machine Interface Software Installation
5.2.1 Mount the cartridge tape containing the FIES system in
the tape drive.
5.2.2 Create the following directories:
i) c: > lies
2) c: > lies > lies-library
4) c: > lies > lies-art-production
5) c: > lies > lies-art-interactive
5.2.3 From the Symbolics terminal, enter the file system editor
by entering SELECT F.
09491/1522g
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5.2.4 Click the mouseleft on Local File Maintenance option in
the File Systemeditor coranandwindow.
5.2.5 Click the mouse left on the Reload/Retrieve option in the
command window.
5.2.6 Enter the following pathnames into the options window:
I) c: > lies > *.*.*
2) c: > lies > lies-library *.*.*
3) c: > fies > lies-test-library *.*.*
4) c: > lies > lies-art-production *.*.*
5) c: > lies > lies-art-interactive *.*.*
5.2.7 Click left on the Reload all option in the options window.
5.2.8 Click left on DO IT in the options window.
5.2.9 Observe that the files have been loaded into the
appropriate directories
5.2.10 From the Lisp Listener, enter (logout).
5.2.11 From the Lisp Listener, enter (login 'lies). Observe
that the FIES Interface software is loaded into the
system.
5.2.12 Further LISP interface software verification procedures
may be found in the test and demonstration plan document.
5.3 Expert System Installation
5.3.1 Installation of the expert system application is
accomplished at the same time the LISP machine interface
software is installed.
09491/1522g
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OPERATINGCONSTRAINTS
6.0 This chapter details operational constraints for the
breadboard. These conditions must be in effect at runtime for
the conclusion of a successful demonstration. Section 6.4
presents a Breadboard Readiness checkout procedure.
6.1 Constraints
Sink - Source relationships
The sum of the amperages drawn by sinks (loads) in the system
must be less than or equal to the sum of amperages supplied by
sources (solar arrays and batteries in the system). Each solar
array is capable of providing approximately 1.8 amps. A battery
is considered to be capable of safely providing .5 amps to the
system. Hence the configuration in example 6-1, which draws
3.74 amps is permissible, while the configuration in example
6-2, which draws 4.84 amps is not.
6.2 Single Battery Configuration
As stated in 6.1, no battery should drive loads requiring more
than .5 amps
6.3 Battery Maintenance
Batteries should be fully charged prior to any demonstration of
the system. Failure to do so will result in spurious faults in
most configurations, resulting in incorrect diagnosis by the
expert system.
Since there is no way to determine whether or not a battery is
fully charged, all batteries should be trickle charged for 8
hours in advance of any demonstration. Using the
test-configuration utility to download the battery charge
configuration (Example 6-3) to the breadboard and allowing the
breadboard to remain stable for at least 8 hours.
A detailed discussion of battery maintenance and recharging may
be found in chapter 7.0.
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6.4 Breadboard Readiness Checkout Procedure
6.4.1 Because the microcomputer system "learns" what the
correct voltage and current conditions are for a given
configuration during the download phase, it is important
to be sure that the what is "learned" is proper for the
configuration.
Some examples of improper downloading are:
a) A fault exists in the network from a previous run.
If the fault was not removed prior to downloading a
new configuration, this fault is learned as being
part of the new configuration.
b) Power Supply voltages not set properly. If one of
the desired power supplies has been turned off or has
had its voltage re-adjusted for battery charging, the
over/under voltage condition will be treated as
proper.
c) Batteries not fully charged. If one of the batteries
has had significant current used, power will be
diverted from the intended path to charge the
battery. This can result in insufficient power being
available to drive the network, or cause the battery
voltage to drift during a run.
d) Downloading of configurations which cause
breadboard protection circuitry to activate.
the
6.4.2 To insure that the downloaded configuration will be
meaningful, two important steps must be followed.
6.4.2.1 Insure that the desired configuration is both
meaningful and allowable from an electrical
sense.
The network is fairly versatile and will allow improper
configurations to be placed upon it. Those conditions
which are likely to damage the network will be removed,
but the configuration imposed on the network will
undoubtedly be meaningless.
Some examples of configurations to avoid are:
a) Those which connect the output of more than I voltage
regulator together.
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b) Those which require more power to be
supplied than is available.
c) Those which charge a battery from a module
other than the one in which the battery
resides.
d) Thosewhich charge a deeply depleted battery.
A tool has been madeavailable to assist in "trying out"
selected configurations prior to linking the
configuration with expert system. This tool is
interactive and allows the user to verify that the
configuration is meaningful. This tool is described in
Chapter 8, titled Test Configuration Utility.
ACTION VERIFICATION OF COMPLETENESS
Place rotary switch in "Reset'
position.
Place all toggle switches on
will
the fault insertion panel to
the center or "normal'
position.
If current is still being
drawn from the H.P. supplies,
turn supply off, the on.
This resets the SCR's which
provide the direct short faults.
Reset the circuit breakers on
the battery modules by
pressing the center pole of
the breaker in.
Verify that the batteries
have a normal voltage. Place
the rotary switch in the
status' position. Key in
22 on the thumbwheel switch.
depress the "Repeat Function'
button. Repeat for 23, 24.
Place the rotary switch in
the "slave' position.
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Message "System has been reset" will
be visible in the alphanumeric display.
No LED's will be on, and no current
be drawn from any of the H.P. supplies.
No current is being drawn from the H.P.
supplies.
The breaker center pole is plush with
the breaker "plate".
The alphanumeric display contains the
normal unloaded voltage for a fully
charged battery, 33.75V.
Message "SYMBOLICS SRC MODE' will be
visible in the alphanumeric display
32
6.4.2.2 Secondly, the breadboard must be ready to accept
the meaningful configuration. Following the
steps below will place the breadboard in a
condition for receiving configurations.
6.4.3 The breadboard is nowready to accept a new configuration
from the Symbolics machine. After the configuration has
been downloaded, and the message "STEADYSTATEACHIEVED'
is visible, the breadboard is ready to be faulted.
As an additional verification that the downloaded
configuration is proper check that the front panel lamps
(corresponding to the activated load areas) are glowing
with full intensity. This indicates that the network has
received full power to the loads.
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BATTERYMAINTENANCEDRECHARGING
7.0
7.1
OVERVIEW
The Power Subsystem Automation Study Breadboard incorporates
three Nickel-Cadmium batteries. These batteries are composed of
25 cells, mounted in a stainless steel case. The cells have a
capacity of approximately 14 amp-hours. The batteries were
manufactured in Colorado Springs, Colorado by Eagle-Picher
Industries. Connection to the batteries is made through
connector type MS3124T-IO-6P. Pins A, B, C, are the positive
terminal of the battery, while pins D, E, F are the negative
terminal.
The batteries are able to be trickle charged by the breadboard.
This is primarily intended to be a "station keeping" function
rather than a complete charge ramp up. The relay connecting the
battery to the power network does not need to be closed, nor
does the circuit breaker need to be reset. Extra power
available from the Hewlett-Packard power supplies is diverted to
replenishing the consumed power. This allows configurations to
be tested on the breadboard which don't actually use the battery
as a power source.
* * * CAUTION * * *
If a configuration was placed on the breadboard which required
the battery to supply a large portion of its capacity, the
resulting trickle charge occurring on subsequent runs may cause
false error reporting to the Expert System. The errors can
result from the following situation:
I) Some configuration was run in which a large amount of
current was drawn from a battery. The run completed
normally, leaving the battery in a state which will require
more than 10% of the H.P. supplies capacity to re-charge.
2) A new configuration is downloaded to the breadboard for
testing. This configuration does not use the battery, but
does connect the power supplies of the same power module to
the network. Trickle charging of the battery begins.
3) The microprocessor "learns" the new configuration voltages
and currents and ships them to the expert system. The
microprocessor issues the message "Steady State Achieved"
and awaits a fault.
09_91/1522g
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4) During this time the battery is re-charging. Its voltage is
increasing, and the trickle charge current is diminishing.
The microcomputer will determine that this is a fault, and
erroneously uplink fault data.
This situation can be avoided if a charge situation is placed on
the battery sufficient to reduce the trickle current to 200 mA
or less prior to the subsequent runs.
7.2 Periodic Maintenance
The batteries will also require periodic maintenance to assure
continued stable characteristics. This involves performing a
deep cycle discharge and recharging. The procedure outlined in
the Battery Maintenance Manual (supplied by Eagle-Picher) should
be used. This procedure may be followed by removing the
batteries to a remote location where a constant current source
is available. Alternatively, the procedure may be closely
approximated by leaving the batteries in the system and
following the steps outlined below:
7.2.1 Simultaneous discharge of batteries
The batteries may be discharged simultaneously while in
the breadboard at a one hour rate. This is useful in
observing the characteristics of the batteries. Loads
equivalent to I.I amperes can be obtained on each of the
load busses in the network. A battery in each power
module can be connected to these equivalent I.I ampere
loads.
Figure 7.1 shows the discharge characteristic for the
battery in module 3. Notice that the battery drops
quickly from its unloaded voltage of approximately 35
volts to the normal loaded voltage of 31.6 volts. From
here the voltage remains relatively stable until the
dropoff voltage of 29.3 volts. Here the battery output
avalanches to 20 volts within a period of several minutes.
As the voltage regulation scheme chosen for the
breadboard is linear, and requires approximately 2.0
volts of margin between the unregulated source and its
output, the battery actually has a useful lifespan of 13
AMP-HOURS.
7.2.2 Discharge of a single battery
A single battery may be rapidly discharged at up to a 5
A-H rate by connecting loads on each of the high power,
low power, and critical busses.
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34.7
34.0
3?.
32.0
31.0
Volts
30.0
29.0
28.0
27.0
Note:
Drain Curve at Constant
Load : 1.10 A.
Battery Voltage (Monitored at Node 24)
26.0,
2s.0 I
Init. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Houri
Figure_ l PSAS Battery No. 3 Discharge Cbaracteristics
I I i I
9 10 11 12 13 14 21.9
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7.2.3 Charging of Batteries
The breadboard is able to charge the batteries in a
"constant potential" mode only. However, a constant
current charge can be approximated. This approach
requires operator intervention at intervals of i hour,
but has the advantage of completing the charge cycle in
less than i day. Also, all three batteries may be
charged in the system at the same time. Follow the steps
below to charge the battery from a discharged condition:
i) Initialize the breadboard and the microcomputer
system. Place the network in a configuration where
the relays are all open.
2) Using a voltmeter connected to the sense jacks on the
H.P. supply faceplate, set the voltage on both power
channels from 38.5 volts to 40.5 volts. Assure that
the current limit on the supply is wide open.
3) Close the relays along the path from the supplies to
the battery, leaving all other relays open. Verify
that current is being drawn evenly from both power
supplies by observing the meters on the H.P.
supplies. Adjust the voltage until a balance of
current is drawn from both power channels in the
6255A supply.
4) Using the front panel display; examine the battery
voltage. This is available at nodes 22, 23, 24 for
the batteries in power modules I, 2, and 3
respectively. Notive that the current sensors at the
battery are disabled and forced to zero. The initial
battery voltage should be approximately 33 volts.
5) Monitor the current flowing into the batteries in
modules i, 2, 3 at the nodes 3, 9, 15. The initial
reading of battery current at this point should be
approximately - 3.0 Amperes. However, this reading
will rapidly diminish to the - 2.5 A range. The
minus sign at this node indicates that current is
flowing into the battery.
09491/1522g
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6) Continue monitoring the current flowing into the
battery. Usually, once an hour will be sufficient to
re-adjust the current. As the current drops below
2.0 Amperes, adjust the voltage upwards on both power
channels of the H.P. supply. As a guideline,
increasing the voltage on each power channel by .5V
will return the battery current to the 2.5A range.
7) Figure 7.2 is an example of this type of charging
practice used on the battery in power module 3. The
charging cycle may be terminated when the accumulated
charge (the area under the current plot) reaches 14
AMP-HOURS. Alternatively, the charge may be
terminated when the battery voltage displays the
"head'and shoulders" characteristic shown in the
figure.
The battery protection hardware will prevent the battery
from overcharging (by shunting away excess current and
limiting the raise in battery voltage to 39.0V), but
charging should be terminated when either of the above
two conditions is reached.
* * * CAUTION * * *
Finally, return the H.P. supply voltages to 38.5 volts.
Failure to do this will overdrive the voltage regulator
when power is applied to the regulator circuit from the
supplies.
The battery connections to the battery protection
circintry have been sealed in plastic cement. Do not
attempt to defeat this protection. Never remove the
batteries _rom the battery module unless they have been
drained of power 9irst.
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Note:
H.P. Power Supplies Were Adjusted to a Higher Voltage
Whenever Current into Battery Fell Below 2.0 A.
2.5
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Legend:
Supply Voltages = 41.0
_ Supply Voltages - 41.5
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[_ Supply Voltages,, 42.5
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Battery No. 3 Current (Monitored at Node 15)
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TESTCONFIGURATIONUTILITY
8.0 Overview
This section provides a description of the test configuration
utility. The purpose of this program is to allow the user to
exercise the interface between the microprocessor and the LISP
machine without the overhead involved in a full ART run. This
program will be used for system verification prior to a run or
for problem determination.
8.1 Program Startup
The program is invoked from a LISP LISTENER by entering
(test-configuration).
8.2 Test Configuration Options
The following options are available through the menu system.
The main menu is handled exactly as described in chapter 4, the
only difference being an expanded set of command options.
8.2.1 Download Configuration
This option is used to download a configuration to the
microprocessor prior to a run. The configuration is
specified either by using the RETRIEVE CONFIGURATION menu
option to load a previously saved configuration into the
display or by clicking the required relays off or on
using the mouse.
8.2.2 Refresh
This option causes the microprocessor to transmit the
current state of the breadboard to the LISP machine. The
data can then be viewed through the EXAMINE BREADBOARD
DATA option.
09491/1522g
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8.2.3 Retrieve Configuration
This option is used to load a previously saved
configuration into the display from the
lies-library-directory. Upon clicking left on this menu
item the user should observe a window at the top of the
screen. The windowmaybe exited by using the ABORTkey.
Oncethe window is visible, type in the nameof the file
corresponding to the desired configuration. After the
name is entered, hit <RETURN>. The window should
disappear and the user should observe that the
configuration has been loaded into the display. If the
file does not exist the message "file does not exist"
will appear in the FIES Interface Status window.
8.2.4 Archive Configuration
This option is used to store a configuration that is
currently loaded in the display into a file in the
lies-library directory.
After selecting this option, the user should observe a
window at the top o£ the display. Enter the name of the
file in which the configuration is to be stored and hit
<RETURN>. If the file already exists the message "File
exists" will appear in the FIES Interface status window.
In this case, the user will be reprompted for a new file
name. Enter the new file name or use the ABORT key to
exit the window.
While any naming conventions may be used, it is suggested
that a common extension such as ".cnf" be employed. This
is the extension use for MMC provided configuration
files. A directory name need not be entered, as the
default will be to store the files in c: > lies >
lies-library.
8.2.5 Examine Steady State Data
This option allows the user to examine the state of the
breadboard following a download and the subsequent
transmission of the steady-state table to the LISP
machine. To return from the steady state window display,
the user should click the middle mouse button and select
the option "RETURN T0 PREVIOUS SCREEN".
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8.2.6 ExamineBreadboard Data
This option may only be used in the interactive version
of the system. The option allows the user to examine the
state of the breadboard following fault insertion and the
subsequent transmission of the fault table to the LISP
machine. To return from the breadboard window display,
the user should click the middle mousebutton and select
the option "RETURNTOPREVIOUSCREEN".
8.2.7 Retrieve Scenario
This option allows the user to retrieve a data set that
has archived a breadboard configuration, the
corresponding steady state and a faulted configuration.
This data may be used to verify current breadboard values
or to drive an ART run.
8.2.8 Archive Scenario
This option allows a user to save a configuration, the
corresponding steady state table and a faulted data set.
This is used to save data sets for breadboard
verification or for testing independent of the breadboard.
8.2.9 Art Command Window
This option passes control to ART. Typically, this
option will be used following a Retrieve Scenario
command, where the intent is to exercise the ART
application independently of the breadboard.
8.2.10 QUIT
This option causes a return to the LISP LISTENER.
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Fault Isolation Expert System Test and Demonstration Plan
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APPENDIX - B
Fault Isolation Expert System (FIES)
Test and Demonstration Plan
0.0 PURPOSE
The purpose of the FIES Test and Demonstration Plan, as the name
suggests, is twofold. First it discusses the considerations,
scope, and procedures for verifying the operational status and
system capabilities of FIES. And secondly, it presents a
scenario for the final acceptance demonstration at the Marshall
Space Flight Center.
1.0 FIES DESCRIPTION
FIES consists of a number of integrated hardware and software
subsystems. The overall "health" of FIES is determined by the
combined operational status of these subsystems. The strategy
behind testing FIES operational status is based on testing
"first things first". A brief description of the subsystems is
presented below.
I.i FIES Hardware
FIES hardware is divided into three major subsystems. The
first is the Breadboard which contains solar array
simulators (power supply modules), batteries, network
configuration relays, load simulation modules, measurement
networks, and control logic. These components may be
configured into a power subsystem (also referred to as a
power network) manually at the Bread Board Fault Insertion
Panel, via keyboard entry at the Micro Processor Terminal
(Monitor), or through the Graphics/Mouse Interface on the
SYMBOLICS Terminal. Four fault types are supported and may
be inserted via the Bread Board Front Panel Fault Insertion
switches. The fault types include:
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openedrelay'
closed relay'
resistive shunt '
"direct shunt'
which interrupts current through some point
in the power subsystem,
which allows fault current to flow to some
point in the power subsystem,
which causes excessive current drain ( i-2
amperes) at some point in the power
subsystem, and
which causes an infinite current sink at
some point in the power subsystem that is
limited only by the current sourcing
capability of the power modules.
The second major hardware subsystem is the Micro
Processor. The Microprocessor provides an operating system
for managing and monitoring the Bread Board Subsystem. A
bit oriented memory map allows individual control over the
network configuration relays. Writing a "i' to the
corresponding memory bit forces a relay contact closure and
writing a 0' forces the relay contacts open. In this way,
various power networks can be dynamically configured for
evaluation and demonstration of the fault isolating
capabilities of FIES.
The Microprocessor provides hardware for monitoring the
voltage and current levels at 24 sensor node locations in
the power subsystem. It is also equipped with added I/0
capabilities for interfacing to the Bread Board Front
Panel, the Monitor Terminal, and the SYMBOLICS machine.
The third hardware subsystem is the SYMBOLICS machine. The
SYMBOLICS provides the processing environment for the
Expert System software, which is an extension of the
Automated Reasoning Tool (ART). Graphic capabilities
supported by the SYMBOLICS terminal provides a user
environment that is easy to master.
1.2 FIES Software
The software is divided into three main subsystems (or
Layers). The layer closest to the Bread Board is the
Sensor Data Acquisition Scheduler (SDAS) whose task is to
coordinate the activities of the Micro Processor. These
activities include controlling the Bread Board hardware,
monitoring the sensor measurement nodes for steady or fault
states, and handling communications with the SYMBOLICS.
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The middle layer, the Expert System Communications
Interface, resides on the SYMBOLICS. Its activities
include communicating with SDAS(on the Micro Processor),
supervising the sensor load network configuration, managing
the sensor load measurementdata, interacting with Human
Operators, and interfacing to the Expert System.
The outermost layer is the Expert System itself. Its
activities include interacting with the Expert System
Interface and hypothesizing the source of faults manually
introduced via the Fault Insertion Panel on the Bread Board.
2.0 FIES Testing Strategy
FIES testing is clearly divided into two areas of effort. The
first area involves verify that the hardware and software system
are working normally. In this context, "normally' means that
the hardware is operating within its normal limits and that the
software is basically sane' This portion of the testing
effort will hereafter be referred as "FIES Operational Status
Testing".
The second area of testing involves exercising the fault
isolating capabilities of the Expert System software. This
testing effort assumes that the operational status of FIES has
been verified and that all faults detected correspond to faults
manually inserted at the Bread Board Fault Insertion Panel.
2.1 FIES Operational Status Testing
Testing of FIES operational status is approached from a
"layered" point of view and will be done in the following
four phases:
l) The Bread Board Hardware Integrity Test (Procedure A)
verifies that the fault insertion and sensor load
hardware are operational.
2) The Microprocessor Software Integrity Test (Procedure
B) verifies that the Sensor Data Acquisition Scheduler
(SDAS) is running normally, that sensor node
voltage/current levels can be measured accurately, and
that steady and fault states can be achieved.
3) The Microprocessor - SYMBOLICS Communication Subsystem
Test (Procedure C) verifies that control handshaking
and sensor node data transferral between the SYMBOLICS
and Micro Processor are operational.
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_) The SYMBOLICS - FIES Operational Test (Procedure D)
verifies that the FIES Software is operational and
capable of hypothesizing a single fault correctly.
(This test is a simple sanity test; its intention is
not to exhaustively prove the fault isolating
capabilities of FIES.)
2.2 FIES Capability Testing
While the previous tests verify the basic operational
status and integrity of FIES, they do not attempt to fully
exercise the reasoning and fault isolation capabilities of
the underlying Automated Reasoning Tool (ART) software upon
which FIES is built. For that matter, no test will be able
to verify all possible permutations of the FIES sensor load
network. The best that can be done is to cover as many
configuration/fault combinations as is reasonable and yet
still practical.
Some important considerations come to mind when choosing a
benchmark set of configuration/fault combinations. FIES
should be able to isolate faults in small, minimally loaded
configurations as well as more complicated, heavily loaded
configurations. It should be able to deal with single bus
configurations as well as multi bus arrangements. All four
supported fault types, "open relay', closed relay',
"resistive shunt', and "direct shunt', should be applied in
various test cases but for at least one complete
multiply-loaded bus configuration, all fault types should
be applied at each and every point in the sensor load
network.
Test Procedure E presents a test procedure for generically
testing the fault isolating capabilities for any
configuration/fault combination.
3.0 Demonstration Strategy
This section outlines the procedure
demonstration performed at MSFC.
and context for the
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3.1 Content
The demonstration consists of a selected number of test
uses. This set is a subset o£ the cases used for the
formal acceptance test. These cases represent a range of
network configurations, ranging from single sink, single
source configurations to multiple sink multiple source
configurations. These cases were chosen using 3 criteria:
l) A case must be representation of a possible power
system configuration.
2) A case must not cause a power overload in the system.
3) A case must not violate any of the conditions
described in chapter 6.
3.2 Procedure
3.2.1 Init ialization
The computer system was initialized by MMC
personnel. This included all phases of integrity
testing described in procedures A-E.
3.2.2 Demonstration
The rational for each case (based on the criteria
of section 3.1) was presented. Following this
presentation on each case MSFC personnel executed
the FIES system for the case. Discussion as
required followed.
09501/1522g
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Bread Board HardwareIntegrity Test(Procedure A)
1.0 o
2.0 0
3.0 O
4.0 O
5.0 O
6.0 0
7.0 O
8.0 O
9.0 O
I0.0 o
With power cord unplugged, use an ohmmeter to verify that
no short exists between the hot and neutral AC lines. If
non exists, plug the AC power cord into a II5VAC, IOAMP
circuit.
With the circuit breaker in the "off' position, verify that
+II5AC is present between the "neutral" and the "line"
terminals of the CORNELL-DUBILIER line filter.
Apply power to the breadboard by throwing the circuit
breaker to the "ON' position. Verify that the "digital
subsystem" and the "power subsystem" lamps are glowing.
Measure the voltage between the + and - sense terminals on
the H.P. 6264B power supply. This voltage should be
+5VDC, ±5%. Verify that the current display is reading
approximately I0 amperes of current load.
Measure the voltage between the + and - sense terminals of
the 6 power modules contained in the 3H.P. 6255A power
supplies. This voltage should be + 38.5 VDC, ± 2%. With
the meter switch set to the I.SA scale, verify that the
current load is presently reading 0 amperes.
Verify that the "boot" procedure has completed by observing
the "-" prompt onthe system console. Enter "SDAS.EXE" and
a carriage return on the system console.
Place the rotary switch in the "status" position. Place
the node I.D. thumbwheel switch to 22' Depress the
"Repeat Function" momentary switch on the main panel.
Observe that the node 22 voltage reads +33.75VDC, ±5% in
the alphanumeric display. This indicates that the power
module i battery is in place, and appears to have a
sufficient charge to drive the breadboard.
Set the Node I.D. to 23. Again depress the "Repeat
Function" switch and observe that the module 2 battery
voltage is +33.75VDC, ±%5.
Set the Node I.D. to 24. Depress the "Repeat Function"
switch and observe that the module 3 battery voltage is
+33.75VDC, +5%.
Set the two paddle switches on the Fault Insertion panel to
"closed" and "resistive", respectively.
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11.0 o
12.0 o
13.0 o
1_.0 o
15.0 o
16.0 o
17.0 o
Raise toggle switches I, 4, 5, 6, 22, 27, and 30. Verify
that all other toggle switches are in the center position.
Verify that the "Low Power", "High Power", and "Critical
Power" lamps are glowing. This verifies that power module
#1-A is supplying power to the system.
Set toggle switch #I to the center position and verify that
the "Low Power", "High Power", and "Critical Power" lamps
are extinguished. Raise toggle switch #2 and verify that
the three lamps are again illuminated. This verifies that
power module #1-B is supplying power to the system.
Lower toggle switch #2 to the center position and verify
all three of the power load branch lamps go out. Raise
toggle switch #3. Verify that the three lamps are again
illuminated. This assures that the battery in module i is
supplying power to the system. Return all toggle switches
to the center position.
Raise toggle switches 7, I0, ii, 12, 23, 25, and 28. Again
all three load branch lamps should be illuminated.
Returning toggle switch #7 to the center position should
cause all three lights to go out.
Raise toggle switch #8, verifying that the three load
branch lamps are re-powered. Returning #8 to center
position extinguishes the lamps. If all three lamps are
again lit when switch #9 is raised, then the battery in
module #2 has sufficient power to drive the network.
Return all relays to center position.
Raise toggle switches 13, 16, 17, 18, 24, 26, 29. As
before the three load branch lamps should be lit.
Returning #13 to center position and then raising #14
should cause the lamps to momentarily go out. Lowering #14
and then raising #15 should have the same effect. Return
all toggle switches to center position.
The breadboard is now ready for microprocessor software
testing.
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Micro Processor Software Integrity Test(Procedure B)
1.0
2.0
o Perform and verify Micro Pro hardware test
o Boot micropro and verify startup diagnostics: (Refer to
INTEL's Software Diagnostic Test Manual if error)
o Load and start SDAS.EXE
o
5.0 o
6.0 0
Put the bread board rotary switch in "TEST MODE' Bread
board will respond with "MONITOR SRC MODE" on ASCII Dieplay
De_ice. This action will cause the MONITOR keyboard to be
substituted for the SYMBOLICS (at the communication
interface level only).
Care must be taken when entering command strings in this
mode because the format is fixed and the Micro Pro software
is not very forgiving (a misformed command string can hang
the Micro Pro thus requiring a reboot). (A <BACKSPACE>
character can be entered to discard previously mistyped
characters.)
Note that command strings entered from the MONITOR use
decimal for relay and sensor node ID numbers (the SYMBOLICS
would normally use hex encoding).
Verify that all Fault Insertion switches are in
NORMAL' position.
Enter a configuration ('config') string, for example:
c010102010401050106012201310133013501
the
o Observe the ASCII Display Device output message "LOADING
CONFIGURATION."
o
o
Verify that the proper relay LEDs are lighted (for this
example, relays I, 2, _, 5, 6, 22, 31, 33, and 35 should be
lighted and other relay LEDs should be extinguished).
At MONITOR, verify the resulting "config' status message,
the string for this example would be as follows:
C010102010300040105010601070008000900100011001200130014001500
1600170018001900200021002201230024002500260027002800290030003
1013200330134003501360037003800390040004100420043004400450046
0047004800
Verify that Power Supplies 1 and 2 of Power Module I are
supplying current and that the remaining supplies are not.
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7.0 0 At this point SDAS.EXE will wait for the bread board to
achieve a steady state condition that will be indicated by
an ASCII Display Device message "STEADY STATE ACHIEVED".
Verify that some rendition of the following steady state'
sensor node data string is output at the MONITOR:
(Slightly varying conditions will cause some deviation in
voltage and current values output in the steady state'
string.)
s017507027407036E020A710EO56DI0065FIO070300080300090000100000
II00001200001303001A03001500FFI600001700FFI80000195F232000FF2
100FF226C00236D00246200
8.0 o
o
SDAS.EXE will then enter a "looking for fault" mode that
periodically compares new measurement data to the steady
state data. (A difference filter of +3 and -3 counts is
applied to minimize the effects of spontaneous noise.)
Insert a fault into the configuration. (For this example,
set the RELAY FAULT TYPE switch to OPEN and the fault
insertion switch for Relay I to RELAY. This fault will
cause the current supplied by Power Supply I to be
interrupted completely thus requiring Power Supply 2 to
take on the additional current load.)
9.0 O Upon detection of the fault, "FAULT DETECTED" will be
output on the ASCII Display Device.
Verify that some rendition of the following "fault state'
sensor node data string is output at the MONITOR:
(Slightly varying conditions will cause some deviation in
voltage and current values output in the 'fault state'
string.)
f01730002740E036DOI04710E056DI0066010070300080300090000100000
II00001200001303001403001500FFI600001700FFISOOOOI95F242000FF2
IOOFF226CO0236D00246200
I0.0 o Change the rotary switch setting to FAULT NODES
o Observe the ASCII Display Device which should be displaying
data for sensor node I (NOI) in the following form:
(Values may not be exactly the same but they should be
reasonable.)
N01 00.O00a <= 00.780a
The first value represents the fault state node current
while the second value represents the steady state node
current. As expected, the current for Power Supply should
be zero (or slightly positive or negative) after the fault
is inserted.
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11.0
o
o
Depress the REPEAT FUNCTION switch to advance the fault
display to the next mismatching voltage/current measurement
which in this case should be:
N02 01.463a <= 00.780a
Note that the fault current for Power Supply 2 should be
close to twice the steady state value.
Depressing the REPEAT FUNCTION switch again should result
in an ASCII Display Device message that reads "FAULT
DISPLAY FINISHED". If not, reactivate the switch to scroll
through any other voltage/current mismatches that have been
detected until the above message is displayed.
Return the switch for relay I to NORMAL (vs. RELAY), select
a NODE I.D. of 01, and set the rotary switch to STATUS.
The ASCII Display Device
voltage/current measurement
follows: (Values may vary.)
will display the present
data for Sensor Node I as
N01 36.563v 00.780a
The first value represents the node voltage (in volts) and
the second value represents the node current (in amperes).
As expected the current level supplied by Power Supply I
has returned to a nominal value.
o Change NODE ID to 02 and depress the REPEAT FUNCTION switch.
o
12.0 o
This action will display the voltage/current measurement
data for Sensor Node 2 which should be close to:
N02 36.563v 00.780a
And again as expected the current supplied by Power Supply
2 has returned to its nominal value.
Repeat steps 5.0 through II.0 for the other configurations
and verify that the Bread Board responds properly, that
inserted faults can be detected and the voltage/current
data is reasonable.
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Micro Processor - SYMBOLICS Communication Subsystem Test
(Procedure C)
1.0 o
2.0 o
o
o
3.0 0
4.0 0
o
o
5.0 0
0
6.0 0
0
0
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Power on Monitor and SYMBOLICS CRT terminals.
Apply power to SYMBOLICS
To bootstrap SYMBOLICS, enter: logout <return> then: halt
machine <return>, watch for the Fep > prompt at the top of
the terminal display, and enter b <return>.
Login to SYMBOLICS by entering:
(login'fies)
Load and start the SYMBOLICS Interface Software Subsystem:
(load "c: >lies> make-lies-interface.bin")
(make-system'fies-interface':noconfirm)
Apply power to the Bread Board (this action will auto-boot
the Micro Processor).
Verify Micro Processor boot and self-test diagnostic
results (If problem, refer to INTEL's Software Diagnostic
Test Documentation).
Rotate Front Panel selector switch to RESET.
At Monitor CRT terminal, enter:
SDAS.EXE
After a small delay, the Bread Board should respond with
"SYSTEM HAS BEEN RESET" on the ASCII Display Device.
At SYMBOLICS terminal, start the test configuration
software as follows:
(test-configuration)
Verify that an unconfigured graphic representation of the
FIES network is displayed on the SYMBOLICS terminal.
Set all Fault Insertion switches to NORMAL.
Rotate Fron Panel selector switch to SLAVE MODE.
Verify ASCII Display Device message reads "SYMBOLICS SRC
MODE".
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o7.0 0
0
0
0
8.0 0
0
9.0 O
If ASCII Display Device messageis not as expected, depress
the REPEATFUNCTIONand recheck.
At SYMBOLICSterminal, establish a configuration via the
mouseinput device.
Visually reverify the configuration is as desired.
Download the configuration via the mouse/menu selection
window.
Verify that the status messagein lower corner of SYMBOLICS
terminal reads "XMIT configuration to micro".
Verify that ASCII Display Device message reads "LOADING
CONFIGURATION".
Verify that the LEDSare lighted for relays
turned on and extinguished for those relays
turned off in the configuration download.
that were
that were
Verify that the Power Module current meters register a
reasonable level of current flow for the selected
configuration.
Verify that the status messagein lower corner of SYMBOLICS
terminal reads "I0 Wait: Steady State.."
After waiting a few moments, verify that the Bread Board
has stabilized by observing the ASCII Display Device
message, "STEADYSTATEACHIEVED".
o Verify that the steady state data stream has been received
at the SYMBOLICSby observing "I0 Complete: Steady State"
in the status displaywindow in the lower right hand corner
of the SYMBOLICSterminal.
o Verify that this status messagechanges to "I0 Wait: Fault
Data" which means that the SYMBOLICSis ready for a fault
to be inserted.
o Using the mouse/menu,display the steady state graphic
display window and verify that the voltage/current values
are reasonable.
o Return to the previous configuration windowand veri£y that
the status is still "I0 Wait: Fault Data. (If it is not
then spurious noise has caused a false fault report and the
test procedure should be restarted from step 6.0.)
09501/1522g
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I0.0 o
0
0
0
0
II .0 o
12.0 o
Insert a fault by depressing one of the Front Panel Fault
Insertion switches.
Verify that the associated LED is extinguished or
illuminated if the fault type was an open or closed type
fault, respectively.
Verify that the inserted fault is detected by observing the
ASCII Display Device message, "FAULT DETECTED".
Verify that the fault data string is received at the
SYMOBLICS by observing the message in the status window of
the SYMBOLICS terminal which should read "IO Complete:
Fault Data".
Using mouse/menu window, display the fault state graphic
display window and verify that the voltage/current values
are reasonable for the type and location of the fault
inserted.
Remove the inserted fault by returning the Fault Insertion
switch to its NORMAL position.
If a direct shunt fault was applied, power cycle the
associated Power Module to restore the Power Supplies to a
"non-folded over" state.
Repeat steps 6.0 through ii.0 for all applicable
configurations.
09501/1522g
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SYMBOLICS- FIESOperational Test(Procedure D)
1.0 o
2.0 o
o
3.0 0
_.0 0
0
0
5.0 O
O
O
O
Power on Monitor and Symbolics CRT terminals.
Apply power to SYMBOLICS.
To bootstrap SYMOBLICS, enter: logout <return> then: halt
machine <return>, then watch for the Fep > prompt at the
top of the terminal display, and enter b <return>.
Login to SYMBOLICS by entering:
(login'fies:host "d")
Apply power to the Bread Board (this action will auto-boot
the Micro Pro).
Verify Micro Pro boot and self-test diagnostic results (If
problem, refer to INTEL's Software Diagnostic Test
Documentation).
Rotate Front Panel selector switch to RESET.
At Monitor CRT terminal, enter:
SDAS.EXE
After a small delay, the Bread Board should respond with
"SYSTEM HAS BEEN RESET" on the ASCII Display Device.
Load and start the ART application software (i.e., the
Expert System):
To enter the ART world enter <select> A at the SYMBOLICS
Terminal.
Using mouse/menu window, clear ART
Using mouse/menu window, load ART using the following file
name:
d: >art-test> load-lies.lisp
09501/1522g
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6.0
7.0
o Using mouse/menuwindow, reset ART
o Using mouse/menuwindow, run ART
O Verify that an unconfigured graphic representation of the
FIES network is displayed on the SYMBOLICS terminal.
o Set all Fault Insertion switches to NORMAL.
o Rotate Front Panel selector switch to SLAVE MODE.
O
O
O
Verify ASCII Display Device message reads "SYMBOLICS SRC
MODE".
If ASCII Display Device message is not as expected, depress
the REPEAT FUNCTION and recheck.
At SYMBOLICS terminal, establish a configuration via the
mouse input device or file archiving facility.
o Visually reverify the configuration is as desired.
O
8.0 O
O
Download the configuration via the mouse/menu selection
window.
Verify that the status message in lower corner of SYMBOLICS
terminal reads "XMIT configuration to micro".
Verify that ASCII Display Device message reads "LOADING
CONFIGURATION".
Verify that the LEDS are lighted for relays that were
turned on and extinguished for those relays that were
turned off in the configuration download.
Verify that the Power Module current meters register a
reasonable level of current flow for the selected
configuration.
9.0 0
Verify that the status message in lower corner of SYMBOLICS
terminal reads "IO Wait: Steady State.."
After waiting a few moments, verify that the Bread Board
has stabilized by observing the ASCII Display Device
message, "STEADY STATE ACHIEVED".
O Verify that the steady state data stream has been received
at the SYMBOLICS by observing "IO Complete: Steady State"
in the status display window in the lower right hand corner
of the SYMBOLICS terminal.
O Verify that this status message changes to "IO Wait: Fault
Data" Which means that the SYMBOLICS is ready for a fault
to be inserted.
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oo
10.0 o
o
o
o
ii .0 o
12.0 o
13.0 o
o
14.0 o
Using the mouse/menu, display the steady state graphic
display window and verify that the voltage/current values
are reasonable.
Return to the previous configuration window and verify that
the status is still "I0 Wait: Fault Data. (if it is not
then spurious noise or battery charging has caused a false
fault report and the test procedure should be restarted
from the reset' in step 5.0.)
Insert a fault by depressing one of the Front Panel Fault
Insertion switches.
Verify that the associated LED is extinguished.
Verify that the inserted fault is detected by observing the
ASCII Display Device message, "FAULT DETECTED IN SYSTEM".
Verify that the fault data string is received at the
SYMBOLICS by observing the message in the status window of
the SYMBOLICS terminal which should read "I0 Complete:
Fault Data".
At SYMBOLICS, wait for completion of the Expert System run.
Verify the integrity of the fault hypothesis generated by
the Expert System.
Remove the inserted fault by returning the Fault Insertion
switch to its NORMAL position.
If a direct shunt fault was applied, power cycle the
associated Power Module to restore the Power Supplies to a
"non-folded over" state.
Repeat step 5.0 (from "reset') through 13.0 for all
applicable configurations.
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Formal AcceptanceTest Procedure(Procedure E)
1.0 Overview
This describes the procedure to be used in testing fault isolation
capability for any selected case. The procedure is an implementation of
the end to end testing specified in the FIES software development plan.
2.0 Case selection
The number of cases have been identified for formal acceptance test.
These cases represent the full range of reasonable configurations
possible in the power network. A reasonable configuration is selected
based on the following criteria:
l) A case must be representative of a possible power system
configuration.
2) A case must not cause a power overload in the system, or violate
any of the conditions described in chapter 6 of the user's
manual.
3.0 Procedure
3.1 Complete initialization and integrity testing as described in
test procedures A-D.
3.2 For each test configuration in para. 3.3, perform the following
steps
3.2.1 Reset bread board
3.2.2 Reset ART application
3.2.3 Run ART application
3.2.4 Select a configuration from configuration library
3.2.5 Download configuration to the breadboard
3.2.6 When the I/0Wait: Fault Data message appears in the FIES
Interface window, insert the desired fault into the breadboard
3.2.7 Verify results against expected results. Expected
results appear in 3.3 below with the test configuration case
descriptions.
09501/1522g
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3.3 Description
3.3.1 Single Source to single-sink, low load requirements
3.3.1.1 Resistive Short Circuits (Example F-l)
3.3.1.2 Direct Short Circuit (Example F-2)
3.3.1.3 Open Circuits (Example F-3)
3.3.2 Two Sources to multiple sinks, low load requirements
3.3.2.1 Resistive Short Circuits (Example F-4)
3.3.2.2 Direct Short Circuits (Example F-5)
3.3.2.3 Open Circuits (Example F-6)
3.3.3 Four Sources to multiple sinks, high load requirements
3.3.3.1 Resistive Short Circuits (Example F-7)
3.3.3.2 Direct Short Circuits (Example F-8)
3.3.3.3 Open Circuits (Example F-9)
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ETHANOL:>DONNA>Pes45.out.1 2126180 13:43:54 Page 1
= > pop
= > run
Beginning run at 2/26/86 13:42:43: type _C to halt.
Initializing Circuit Description
Create Errorbands
Assigning Qualitative Values to Sensors
Hypothesizing Faults:
Fault-Hypothesis: Closed-Relay RELAY-1N
Fault-Hypothesis: Closed-Relay RELAY-1P
Fault-Hypothesis: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-1D
Fault-Hypothesis: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-1E
Fault-Hypothesis: Resistive-Short-Circuit LOAD-IO
Fault-Hypothesis: Short-Circuit BUS-1D
Fault-Hypothesis: Short-Circuit BUS-1E
Fault-Hypothesis: Short-Circuit LOAO-IO
Reject Fault Hypothesis Short-Circuit at LOAD-tO
Reason: Predicted Voltage Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-IG
Reject Fault Hypothesis Short-Circult at BUS-IE
Reason: Predicted Voltage Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-IG
Reject Fault Hypothesis Short-Circuit at BUS-ID
Reason: Predicted Voltage Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-IG
Reject Fault Hypothesis Closed-Relay at RELAY-IP
Reason: Predicted Voltage Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-IG
Reject Fault Hypothesis Closed-Relay at RELAY-IN
Reason: Predicted Voltage Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-IG
Fault-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-IE
Source Propagation from BUS-IE to RELAY-IK
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-IE
Source Propagation from RELAY-IK to BUS-ID
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-IE
Source Propagation from BUS-ID to SENSOR-IG
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-IE
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-IG
Source Propagation from SENSOR-IG to RELAY-IG
Fau]t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT 8US-IE
Source Propagation from RELAY-IG to BUS-IC
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-IE
Source Propagation from BUS-IC to SENSOR-IF
'"_'-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-IE
'tied Current EfTect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-IF
ce Propagation from SENSOR-IF to RELAY-IF
F-!
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Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUITBUS-1E
Source Propagation from RELAY-1F to REGULATOR-1A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
Source Propagation from REGULATOR-1A to SENSOR-1E
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-1E
Source Propagation from SENSOR-1E to RELAY-1E
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
Source Propagation from RELAY-1E to BUS-1B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
Source Propagation from BUS-1B to SENSOR-1C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-1C
Source Propagation from SENSOR-1C to RELAY-1C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
Source Propagation from RELAY-1C to BUS-1A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
Source Propagation from BUS-1A to SENSOR-1A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-1A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-1A to RELAY-1A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
Source Propagation from RELAY-1A to SOLAR-ARRAY-1A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-1A
Fault-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-IE
Sink Propagation from BUS-IE to RELAY-tO
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-IE
Sink Propagation from RELAY-tO to LOAD-IO
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-IE
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-tO
Fault-hyp: Resistlve-Short-Circuit BUS-ID
Source Propagation from BUS-ID to SENSOR-IG
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-ID
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-1G
Source Propagation from SENSOR-IG to RELAY-1G
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-ID
Source Propagation from RELAY-IG to BUS-IC
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-ID
Source Propagation From BUS-IC to SENSOR-IF
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-ID
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-IF
Source Propagation From SENSOR-IF to RELAY-IF
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-ID
Source Propagation from RELAY-IF to REGULATOR-IA
Fault-hyp: RESISTiVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT 8US-ID
Source Propagation from REGULATOR-IA to SENSOR-IE
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-ID
PreOicted Current EFfect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-1E
Source Propagation From SENSOR-IE to RELAY-IE
"'-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-ID
: Propagation from RELAY-IE to BUS-18
r _
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Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
Source Propagation from BUS-1B to SENSOR-1C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-1C
Source Propagation from SENSOR-1C to RELAY-1C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
Source Propagation from RELAY-1C to BUS-1A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
Source Propagation from BUS-1A to SENSOR-1A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-1A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-1A to RELAY-1A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
Source Propagation from RELAY-1A to SOLAR-ARRAY-1A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-1A
Fault-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-1D
Sink Propagation from BUS-1D to RELAY-1K
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-1K to BUS-1E
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
Sink Propagation from BUS-1E to RELAY-10
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-10 to LOAD-IO
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-10
Fault-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit LOAD-10
Source Propagation from LOAD-10 to RELAY-10
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
Source Propagation from RELAY-10 to BUS-1E
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-10
Source Propagation from BUS-1E to RELAY-1K
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-10
Source Propagation from RELAY-1K to BUS-1D
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
Source Propagation from BUS-1D to SENSOR-1G
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-10
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-IG
Source Propagation from SENSOR-IG to RELAY-IG
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-tO
Source Propagation from RELAY-IG to BUS-IC
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-tO
Source Propagation from BUS-IC to SENSOR-IF
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-tO
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-IF
Source Propagation from SENSOR-IF to RELAY-IF
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-tO
Source Propagation from RELAY-IF to REGULATOR-IA
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
Source Propagation From REGULATOR-IA to SENSOR-IE
'-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-tO
•_ted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSORoIE
ce Propagation from SENSOR-IE to RELAY-IE
9
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Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
Source Propagation from RELAY-1E to BUS-1B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
Source Propagation from BUS-1B to SENSOR-1C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-1C
Source Propagation from SENSOR-1C to RELAY-1C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
Source Propagation From RELAY-1C to BUS-1A
Fau]t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
Source Propagation from BUS-1A to SENSOR-1A
Fau]t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-1A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-1A to RELAY-1A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
Source Propagation from RELAY-1A to SOLAR-ARRAY-1A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-1A
Reporting All Intttal Fault Hypotheses:
SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-IO
SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1D
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-1E
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-ID
CLOSED-RELAY RELAY-IP
CLOSED-RELAY RELAY-1N
Reporting Final Fault Hypotheses:
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-IO
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-IE
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-ID
Readings at SENSOR-3Z
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Oual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2Z
Normal VoltaQe: 3i.;,_2
Faulted Voltage: 31.24992
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
_al Current: 0.0
lted Current: 0.0 . ,,;
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Qual Current: NORHAL
Readings at SENSOR-1Z
Normal Voltage: 31.562418
Faulted Voltage: 31.24992
Qua1 Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3G
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qua1 Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: -0.0390524
Faulted Current: -0.0390524
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2G
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORHAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: -0.03g0624
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-1G
Normal Voltage: 29.687424
Faulted Voltage: 19.999949
Qua] Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 0.6249984
Faulted Current: 1.6406208
Qual Current: HIGH
Readings at SEN$OR-3F
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qua] Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3E
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: -0.097656
Faulted Current: -0.097656
Qual Current: NORMAL
¢--I
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Readings at SENSOR-3C
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qua1 Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORHAL
Readings at SENSOR-3D
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qua1 Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: -0.097656
Faulted Current: -0.097656
Qua1 Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3B
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qual Voltage: NORHAL
Normal Current: 0.097656
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qua1 Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3A
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qua1 Voltage: NORHAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qua1 Current: NORHAL
Readings at $ENSOR-2F
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2E
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
......._qgs at SENSOR-2C
-al Voltage: 0.0
.,ted Voltage: 0.0
Io
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Oual Voltage'. NORHAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SEN$OR-2D
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qua1 Voltage: NORHAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current:' 0.0
Qua1 Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSCR-2B
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readlngs at SENSOR-2A
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qua1 Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0o0
Qua1 Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-IF
Normal Voltage: 29.999924
Faulted Vottage: 20.624947
Qua1 Voltage: LOt#
Norma] Current: 0.781248
Faulted Current: 1.855464
Qual Current: HIGH
Readings at SEN$OR-1E
Normal Voltage: 33.124916
Faulted Voltage: 23.437439
Oual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 0.781248
Faulted Current: 1.757808
Qual Current: HIGH
Readings at SENSOR-IC
Normal Voltage: 34.374912
Faulted Voltage: 24.687437
Qual Voltage: LOW
_al Current: 1.660152
:_ed Current: 1.660152
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Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-ID
Normal Voltage: 33.124916
Faulted Voltage: 23.437439
Qua1 Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: -0.878904
Faulted Current: 0.097656
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-1B
Normal Voltage: 35.31241
Faulted Voltage: 25.624933
Qual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: -0.097656
Faulted Current: -0.097656
Qua1 Current: NORHAL
Readings at SENSOR-1A
Normal Voltage: 35.62491
Faulted Voltage: 25.937433
Qual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 1.660152
Faulted Current: 1.757808
Qual Current: NORMAL
Program halted.
Ending run at 2126186 13:43:49.
=> watch
=> dribble
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ETHANOL:>DONNA>shortl0.out.1 2128/86 12:28:12 Page I
=> pop
=> run
Beginning run at 2/28/86 12:27:05: type _C to halt.
Initializing Circuit Description
Create Errorban_
Assigning Quallt_tive Values to Sensors
Hypothesizing Faults:
Fault-Hypothesls: Short-Circuit REGULATOR-2A
FaultLhyp: Short-Circult REGULATOR-2A
Source Propagation from REGULATOR-2A to $ENSOR-2E
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2E
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2E to RELAY-2E
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Source Propagation from RELAY-2E to BUS-2B
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Source Propagation from BUS-2B to SENSOR-2C
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2C
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2C to RELAY-2C
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Source Propagation from RELAY-2C to BUS-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Source Propagation from BUS-ZA to SENSOR-2B
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-EA
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2B
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2B to RELAY-ZB
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-EA
Source Propagation from RELAY-EB to SOLAR-ARRAY-EB
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
EndmSource Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-ZB
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2A to RELAY-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Source Propagation from RELAY-2A to SOLAR-ARRAY-EA
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: Short-Circuit REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from REGULATOR-2A to RELAY-ZF
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-EA
Sink Propagation from RELAY-ZF to SENSOR-ZF
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2F
.... " _opagatton from SENSOR-EF to BUS-2C
;yp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
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Sink Propagation from BUS-2C to RELAY-2G
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2G to SENSOR-IG
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-IG
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-IG to BUS-1D
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from BUS-ID to RELAY-1K
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from RELAY-IK to BUS-IE
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from BUS-IE to RELAY-IO
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from RELAY-IO to LOAD-10
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-IO
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from BUS-ID to RELAY-IM
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from RELAY-IM to BUS-IF
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from BUS-IF to RELAY-IS
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from RELAY-1S to LOAD-IS
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-IS
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from BUS-2C to RELAY-2H
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2H to SENSOR-2G
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2G
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2G to BUS-2D
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2Q
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2Q to LOAD-2Q
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2Q
Reporting All Initia] Fault Hypotheses:
SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Reporting Final Fault Hypotheses:
SHORT-CIRCUIT REGULATOR-2A
Readings at SENSOR-3Z
........ _1 Voltage: 33.124916
zed Voltage: 33.124916
Voltage: NORMAL
:.^; --
G
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Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2Z
Normal Voltage: 33.124916
Faulted Voltage: 33.124916
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-IZ
Normal Voltage: 33.437412
Faulted Voltage: 33.437412
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qua] Current: NORMAL
Readings at $EN$OR-3G
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: -0.0390624
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at $ENSOR-ZG
Normal Voltage: 29.374924
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qua] Voltage: ZERO
Normal Current: 0.6640608
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: ZERO
Readings at SENSOR-1G
Normal Voltage: 29.374924
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qua1 Voltage: ZERO
Normal Current: 1.6796832
Faulted Current: 0.0390624
Qual Current: ZERO
Readings at SENSOR-3F
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
qual Voltage: NORMAL
.......i_ Current: 0.0
_ed Current: 0.0
Current: NORMAL
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Readings at SENSOR-3E
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: -0.097656
Faulted Current: -0.097656
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3C
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: -0.097656
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3D
Normal Voltage: 5.6249857
Faulted Voltage: 5.6249857
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Norma} Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SEN$OR-3B
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at $ENSOR-3A
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2F
Normal Voltage: 30.312422
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qual Voltage: ZERO
Normal Current: 2.5390558
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: ZERO
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Readings at SENSOR-2E
Normal Voltage: 33.749912
Faulted Voltage: 4.687488
Qua1 Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 2.5390558
Faulted Current: 3.613272
Qual Current: HIGH
Readings at 5ENSOR-2C
Normal Voltage: 35.31241
Faulted Voltage: 6,249984
Qual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 2.5390558
Faulted Current: 3.613272
Qual Current: HIGH
Readings at SENSOR-2D
Normal Voltage: 33.749912
Faulted Voltage: 4.687488
Qual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 0,097656
Faulted Current: 0,0
Qua1 Current: ZERO
Readings at SENSOR-2B
Normal Voltage: 36.24991
Faulted Voltage: 7,499981
Qual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 1.2695279
Faulted Current: 1,757808
Qual Current: HIGH
Readings at SENSOR-2A
Normal Voltage: 36.24991
Faulted Voltage: 7.499981
Qual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 1.2695279
Faulted Current: 1.757808
Qual Current: HIGH
Readings at SENSOR-IF
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Oual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Oual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-IE
r1_,-_al Voltage: 0.0
:ted Voltage: 0.0
Voltage: NORMAL
q
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Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readlngs at SENSOR-lC
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qua1 Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-1D
Normal Voltage: 5.6249857
Faulted Voltage: 5.6249857
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Oual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-1B
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qual Voltage: NORHAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-1A
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qual Voltage: NORHAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Program halted.
Ending run at 2128/86 12:28:07.
=> watch
=> drlbble
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Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-ZB
Source Propagation from SEN$OR-2B to RELAY-2B
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-EE
Source Propagation from RELAY-2B to SOLAR-ARRAY-EB
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
End-Source Propagation from $OLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-ZA
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2A to RELAY-2A
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Source Propagation from RELAY-2A to SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: Open-Circuit RELAY-2E
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2E to SENSOR-2E
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY°2E
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2E
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2E to REGULATOR-2A
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Sink Propagation from REGULATOR-2A to RELAY-2F
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2F to SENSOR-2F
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2F
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2F to BU$-2C
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Sink Propagation from BUS-2C to RELAY-2G
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2G to SENSOR-IG
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-IG
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-IG to BUS-ID
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Sink Propagation from BUS-IO to RELAY-IK
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Sink Propagation from RELAY-IK to BUS-IE
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Sink Propagation from BUS-IE to RELAY-IO
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Sink Propagation from RELAY-IO to LOAD-IO
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-IO
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Sink Propagation from BUS-ID to RELAY-IM
Fau]C-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
S_nk Propagation from RELAY-IM to BUS-IF
Fault-hy_: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
: :" pagatlcn from BUS-IF to RELAY-IS 3
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Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Sink Propagation from RELAY-1S to LOAD-1S
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-IS
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZE
Sink Propagation from BUS-ZC to RELAY-ZH
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZE
Sink Propagation from RELAY-ZH to SENSOR-ZG
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZE
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-ZG
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-ZG to BUS-ZD
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZE
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2O
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZE
Sink Propagation from RELAY-ZQ to LOAD-20
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZE
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-20
Fault-hyp: Open-Circuit BUS-ZB
Source Propagation from BUS-ZB to SENSOR-ZC
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SEN$OR-ZC
Source Propagation from SENSOR-ZC to RELAY-2C
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-ZB
Source Propagation from RELAY-2C to BUS-2A
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2B
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2B
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2B to RELAY-2B
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS°ZB
Source Propagation from RELAY-ZB to SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Source Propagation from BUS-ZA to SENSOR-2A
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-ZB
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-ZA to RELAY-2A
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-ZB
Source Propagation from RELAY-2A to SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: Open-Circuit BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from BUS-2B to RELAY-2E
Fault hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2E to SENSOR-2E
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-ZE
S_nk Propagation from SENSOR-2E to REGULATOR-2A
hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
'ropagation from REGULATOR-ZA to RELAY-2F
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Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2F to SENSOR-2F
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2F
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2F to BUS-2C
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from BUS-2C to RELAY-2G
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2G to SENSOR-IG
Fau]t-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-IG
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-IG to BUS-1D
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from BUS-1D to RELAY-1K
Fau]t-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from RELAY-IK to BUS-1E
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from BUS-1E to RELAY-10
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from RELAY-IO to LOAD-IO
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
End-Sink Propagation from LOAO-IO
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-ZB
Sink Propagation from BUS-ID to RELAY-1M
Fault-hyp: OPEN*CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from RELAY-IM to BUS-1F
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from BUS-IF to RELAY-1S
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from RELAY-IS to LOAD-IS
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-IS
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from BUS-2C to RELAY-2H
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2H to SENSOR-2G
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2G
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2G to BUS-2D
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT 8US-2B
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2Q
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2Q to LOAO-2Q
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2Q
Fau]t-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Sink Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2A to RELAY-2A
".-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
• Propagation from RELAY-2A to SENSOR-2A
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Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2A to BUS-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Sink Propagation from BUS-2A to RELAY-2C
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2B
Reject Fault Hypothesis RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT at SOLAR-ARRAY-2A.
Reason: Predicted EfFect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-ZB
Predicted Value: HIGH
Sensor Value: LOW
Fault-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit SOLAR-ARRAY-ZB
Sink Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2B to RELAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2B to SENSOR-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2B
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2B to BUS-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Sink Propagation from BUS-2A to RELAY-2C
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2A
Reject Fault Hypothesis RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT at SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Reason: Predicted Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Predicted Value: HIGH
Sensor Value: LOW
Reporting A11 Initial Fault Hypotheses:
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-ZB
OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Reporting Final Fault Hypotheses:
OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
OPEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2B
Readings at SENSOR-3Z
Normal Voltage: 33.124916
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Reading_ at SENSOR-2Z
Normal Voltage: 33.124916
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
O_al Voltage: NORMAL
Nnrm_l Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
G
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Readings at SENSOR-IZ
Normal Voltage: 33.437412
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qua] Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3G
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: -0.0390624
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: -0.0390624
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2G
Normal Voltage: 29.687424
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Oual Voltage: ZERO
Normal Current: 0.6640608
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: ZERO
Readings at SENSOR-IG
Normal Voltage: 29.687424
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Oual Voltage: ZERO
Normal Current: 1.1328096
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: ZERO
Readings at SENSOR-3F
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Oual Voltage: NORJ_AL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3E
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: -0.097656
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: -0.097656
Faulted Current: -0.097656
Qual Current: NOP3HAL
,_gs at SENSOR-3C
rmal Voltage: 0.0
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Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-30
Normal Voltage: 5.6249857
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qua1 Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3B
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3A
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qua] Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Oual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2F
Normal Voltage: 30.312422
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: ZERO
Normal Current: 2.050776
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: ZERO
Readings at SENSOR-2E
Normal Voltage: 34.062412
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Quai Voltage: ZERO
Normal Current: 2.050776
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: ZERO
Reading_ at SENSOR-2C
Normal Voltage: 35.31241
Faulted Voltage: 0.585936
....._ Voltage: NORV_L
:I Cur'rent: 2L148432
' -r ".
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Faulted Current: 0.585936
Qua1 Current: LOW
Readings at SENSOR-2D
Normal Voltage: 34.062412
Faulted Voltage: -0.585936
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: -0.585936
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2B
Normal Voltage: 36.562405
Faulted Voltage: 0.292968
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 1.074216
Faulted Current: 0.292968
Qual Current: LOW
Readings at SENSOR-2A
Normal Voltage: 36.2499i
Faulted Voltage: 0.390624
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 1.074216
Faulted Current: 0.390624
Qual Current: LOW
Readings at SENSOR-IF
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-IE
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Oual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Oual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-IC
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
....i Current: NORMAL
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Readings at SENSOR-1D
Normal Voltage: 5.6249857
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qua1 Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-1B
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Vo1_age: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-1A
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Oual Current: NORMAL
Program halted.
Ending run at 2/08/86 13:39:49.
=> Resetting ART...
Knowledge base has been reset.
=> Beginning run at 2/08/86 13:43:21: type _ to ha]t.
Program halted.
Ending run at 2/08/86 14:00:20.
=> => Beginning run at 2/08/86 14:00:34: type _ to halt.
Initializing Circuit Description
Create Errorbands
Assigning Qualitative Values to Sensors
Hypothesizing Faults:
Fault-Hypothesis: Open-Circuit BUS-2B
Fault-Hypothesis: Open-Circuit RELAY-ZE
Fault-Hypothesis: Resistive-Short-Circuit SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-Hypothesis: Resistive-Short-Circuit $OLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fau!t-hyp: Open-Circuit RELAY-2E
5our-re Propagation from RELAY-2E to BUS-2B
_ult-nyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
Propagation from 8US-2B to 5ENSOR-2C
_-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2E
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=> pop
=> run
Beginning run at 2/17/85 16:32:49: type _C to halt.
Initializing Circuit Description
Create Errorbands
Assigning Qualitative Values to Sensors
Hypothesizing Faults:
Fault-Hypothesis: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-2C
Fault-Hypothesis: Closed-Relay RELAY-3N
Fau 1 t-Hypothe=_: Closed-Relay RELAY-3K
Fau l t-Hypotnq_kt:}=, Rest st I ve-Short-C t rcu i t BUS-30
Fault-Hypothesls: Reslstlve-Short-Clrcuit LOAD-3M
Fault-Hypothesis: Short-Circult BUS-3D
Fault-Hypothesis: Short-Circuit LOAD-3H
Reject Fault Hypothesis Short-Circuit at BUS-3D
RRReason: Predicted Voltage Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-3G
Reject Fault Hypothesis Short-Circuit at LOAO-3M
Reason: Predicted Voltage Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SEHSOR-3G
Fault-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-2C
Source Propagation from BUS-2C to SENSOR-2F
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2F
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2F to RELAY-2F
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT 8US-2C
Source Propagation from RELAY-IF to REGULATOR-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Source Propagation from RE%_ULATOR-2A to SENSOR-2E
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C .
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2E
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2E to RELAY-2E
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Source Propagation from RELAY-2E to BUSo2B
Fault-hyl_: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Soucce Propagation from BLIS-ZB tO SENSOR-2D
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2D
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2D to RELAY-ZD
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Source Propagation from RELAY-2D to BATTERY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
'_--'rce Propagation from BATTERY-2A
,typ: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
t
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Source Propagation from BUS-2B to SENSOR-2C
FauIt-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT 8US-2C
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2C
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2C to RELAY-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Source Propagation from RELAY-2C to BUS-2A
FauIt-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor 5ENSOR-2B
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2B to RELAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Source Propagation from RELAY-2B to SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2A to RELAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Source Propagation from RELAY-2A to SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-2C
Sink Propagation from BUS-2C to RELAY-ZH
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2H to SENSOR-2G
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Predicted Current Effect: LO_/ Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-ZG
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-EG to BUS-20
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Sink Propagation from BLIS-ED to RELAY-2Q
FFFault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Stnk Propagation from RELAY-ZQ to LOAD-EQ
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-ZQ
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Sink Propagation from BUS-20 to RELAY-ER
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BU$-2C
Sink Propagation from RELAY-ZR to LOAO-2R
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
End-Sink Propagation from LOAO-2R
Fault-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-2C
Sink Propagation from BUS-2C to RELAY-2J
Fau]t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-2C
Stnk Propagation from RELAY-2J to SENSOR-3G
Reject Fault Hypothesis RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT at 8US-2C
Reason: Predicted Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-3G
Predicted Value: LOW
" ";or Value: HIGH
,c
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Source Propagation from BUS-3D to SENSOR-3G
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current EFFect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-3G
Source Propagation From SENSOR-3G to RELAY-2J
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation From RELAY-2J to BUS-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BU$-3D
Source-Propagation from BUS-2C to SENSOR-2F
Sink-Propagation From BUS-2C to RELAY-2H
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current EFFect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2F
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2F to RELAY-2F
FFFault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from RELAY-2F to REGULATOR-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from REGULATOR-2A to SENSOR-2E
Fau]t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2E
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2E to RELAY-2E
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from RELAY-2E to BUS-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from BUS-2B to SENSOR-2D
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted,Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2D
Source Propagation From SENSOR-2D tO RELAY-2D
Fau]t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from RELAY-2D to BATTERY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Source Propagation from 8ATTERY-EA
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from BUS-2B to SENSOR-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2C
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2C to RELAY-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT 8US-3D
Source Propagation from RELAY-2C to BUS-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2B
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2B to RELAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
SSSource Propagation from RELAY-ZB to SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Source Propagation From SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2A to RELAY-ZA
...... -hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS°30
Propagation from RELAY-2A to SOLAR-ARRAY-ZA
G
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Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2H to SENSOR-2G
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: LOW Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2G
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2G to BUS-2D
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from BUS-20 to RELAY-2Q
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2Q to LOAD-2Q
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Sink Propagation from LOAO-2Q
Fau]t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2R
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2R to LOAO-2R
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Sink Propagation from LOAO-2R
FFFault-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-30
Sink Propagation from BUS-3D to RELAY-3M
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-3M to LOAD-3M
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-3M
Fault-hyp: Resistlve-Short-Circuit
Source Propagation from LOAD-3M to
BUS-3D
LOAD-3M
RELAY-3M
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Source Propagation from RELAY-3M to BUS-3O
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Source Propagation from BUS-3D tO SENSOR-3G
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-3G
Source Propagation From SENSOR-3G to RELAY-2J
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Source Propagation from RELAY-2J to BUS-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Source-Propagation from BUS-2C to SENSOR-2F
Sink-Propagation from BUS-2C to RELAY-2H
Fau]t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Predicted Current EFFect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2F
Source Propagation From SENSOR-EF to RELAY-2F
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Source Propagation from RELAY-2F to REGULATOR-2A
Fau]t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Source Propagation from REGULATOR-2A to SENSOR-2E
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3H
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2E
Source Propagation from SENSOR-EE to RELAY-ZE
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3M
.........:e Propagation from RELAY-2E to BUS-2B
_Y13: RESI_TTVF-_WnQT-_TR_IIT? ;_A_-_M
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Source Propagation from BUS-2B to SENSOR-2D
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-20
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2D to RELAY-2D
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Source Propagation from RELAY-2D to BATTERY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
End-Source Propagation from BATTERY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Source Propagation from BUS-2B to SENSOR-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2C
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2C to RELAY-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3M
Source Propagation from RELAY-2C to BUS-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3H
Source Propagation from BU$-2A to SENSOR-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3H
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2B
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2B to RELAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Source Propagation from RELAY-2B to SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fau]t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Source Propagation from BU$-2A to SENSOR-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2A to RELAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3H
Source Propagation from RELAY-2A to SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3H
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3H
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2H to SENSOR-2G
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3M
Predicted Current Effect: LOt#Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2G
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2G to BUS-2D
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Sink Propagation from BUS-ZD to RELAY-ZQ
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2Q to LOAD-2Q
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2Q
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2R
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3H
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2R to LOAD-2R
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2R
'lng A11 Initial Fault Hypotheses:
f: .
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RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT 8US-2C
CLOSED-RELAY RELAY-3N
CLOSED-RELAY RELAY-3K
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3H
SHORT-CIRCUIT 8US-3D
SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3M
Reporting Final Fault Hypotheses:
CLOSED-RELAY RELAY-3N
CLOSED-RELAY RELAY-3K
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT 8US-3D
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3H
Program halted.
Endtng run at 2/17186 16:33:51.
=> watch
=> dribble
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Readings at SENSOR-ID
Normal Voltage: 34.062412
Faulted Voltage: 34.062412
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.195312
Faulted Current: 0.097656
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-IB
Normal Voltage: 36.24991
Faulted Vo|tage: 36.24991
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.878904
Faulted Current: 0.97656
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-1A
Normal Voltage: 36.562405
Faulted Voltage: 36.562405
Qua1 Voltage: NORHAL
Normal Current: 1.074216
Faulted Current: 1.074216
Qual Current: NORMAL
Program halted.
Ending run at 2/13/86 15:44:27.
=> reset
Resetting ART...
Knowledge base has been reset.
=_ run
Beginning run at 2/13/86 15:45:17: type "C to halt.
Program halted.
Ending run at 2/13/86 15:47:03.
=> Beginning run at 2/13/86 15:47:05: type _C to halt.
Initializing Circuit Description
Create Errorbands
Assigning Qualitative Values to Sensors
Hypothesizing Faults:
Fault-Hypothesis: Closed-Relay RELAY-3N
Fault-Hypothesis: Closed-Relay RELAY-3M
Fault-Hypothesis: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-3D
Fault-Hypothesis: Resistive-Short-Circuit LOAD-3K
Fault-Hypothesis: Short-Circuit BUS-3D
Fault-Hypothesis: Short-Circuit LOAD-3K
:ault Hypothesis Resistive-Short-Circuit at BUS-3D
! i L:
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Reason: Predicted Voltage Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-3G
Reject Fault Hypothesis Closed-Relay at RELAY-3M
Reason: Predicted Voltage Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-3G
Reject Fault Hypothesis Closed-Relay at RELAY-3N
Reason: Predicted Voltage Effect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-3G
Fault-hyp: Short-Clrcuit BUS-30
Source Propagation from BUS-30 to SENSOR-3G
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Conslstent at Sensor SENSOR-3G
Source Propagation from SENSOR-3G to RELAY-2J
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from RELAY-2J to BUS-2C
FaultLhyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source-Propagation from BUS-2C to SENSOR-2F
Sink-Propagation from BUS-2C to RELAY-2H
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2F
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2F to RELAY-2F
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from RELAY-2F to REGULATOR-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3O
Source Propagation from REGULATOR-2A to SENSOR-2E
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2E
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2E to RELAY-2E
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRC_IT BUS-3O
Source Propagation from RELAY-EE to BUS-ZB
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Source Propagation from BUS-2B to SENSOR-2C
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2C
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2C to RELAY-2C
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from RELAY-2C to BUS-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2B
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2B
Source Propagation from SENSOR-ZB to RELAY-2B
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from RELAY-2B to SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-ZA to RELAY-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Source Propaga_!on from RELAY-2A to SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
' _ .....ce Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
/p: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
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Sink Propagation from RELAY-2H to SENSOR-2G
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Predicted Current Effect: LOW Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2G
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2G to BUS-2D
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2K
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2K to LOAD-2K
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2K
Fault-fiyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2M
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2M to LOAD-2M
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2M
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2Q
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2Q to LOAD-2Q
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2Q
Fault-hyp: Short-Clrcult BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from BUS-3O to RELAY-3K
Fau]t-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-3K to LOAO-3K
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-3K
Fault-hyp: Short-Clrcuit LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from LOAD-3K to RELAY-3K
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-3K to BUS-3D
Fau]t-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from BUS-30 to SENSOR-3G
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-3G
Source Propagation from SENSOR-3G to RELAY-2J
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation From RELAY-2J to BUS-2C
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source-Propagatlon from BUS-2C to SENSOR-2F
Sink-Propagation from BUS-2C to RELAY-2H
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2F
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2F to RELAY-2F
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-2F to REGULATOR-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3K
Source Propagation from REGULATOR-2A to SENSOR-2E
- .... _'yp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
ed Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-ZE
_ropagatton from SENSOR-2E to RELAY-2E
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Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-2E to BUS-2B
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from BUS-2B to SENSOR-2C
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2C
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2C to RELAY-2C
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-2C to BUS-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3K
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2B
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
PrediCted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2B
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2B to RELAY-2B
FauIt-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-2B to SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2A to RELAY-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-2A to SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fau]t-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2H to SENSOR-2G
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Predicted Current Effect: LOW Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2G
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2G to BUS-2D
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2K
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2K to LOAD-2K
Fau]t-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2K
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from 8US-20 to RELAY-2M
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2M to LOAD-2M
Fau]t-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2M
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2Q
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUiT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2Q to LOAD-2Q
Fault-hyp: SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
C:_k Propagation from LOAD-2Q
Yp: Reslstive-Short-Clrcult BUS-3D
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Source Propagation From BUS-3D to SENSOR-3G
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current EFfect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-3G
Source Propagation from SENSOR-3G to RELAY-2J
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation From RELAY-2J to BUS-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source-Propagation from BUS-2C to SENSOR-2F
Sink-Propagation From BUS-2C to RELAY-2H
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Predicted Current EFfect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2F
Source Propagation From SENSOR-2F to RELAY-ZF
Fau]tThyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation From RELAY-2F to REGULATOR-EA
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation From REGULATOR-2A to SENSOR-EE
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current EFfect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2E
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2E to RELAY-2E
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Source Propagation from RELAY-2E to BUS-ZB
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from BUS-EB to SENSOR-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BU$-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2C
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2C to RELAY-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from RELAY-2C to BUS-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from BU$-EA to SENSOR-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT 8US-3D
Predicted Current EFfect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2B
Source Propagation from SENSOR-EB to RELAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation From RELAY-2B to SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fau|t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
End-Source Propagation From SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Source Propagation From BUS-EA to SENSOR-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Source Propagation From SENSOR-2A to RELAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Source Propagation from RELAY-EA to SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2H to SENSOR-2G
Fault-hyp: RE_:STIVEoSHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Predicted Current EFfect: LOW Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2G
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2G to BUS-2D
=""_! ..... p: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
_oaaation from RU_-2_ tn RFIAY-_v
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Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2K to LOAO-2K
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2K
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2M
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2M to LOAD-2M
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2M
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2Q
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2Q to LOAD-2Q
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2Q
Fault-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from BUS-3D to RELAY-3K
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Sink Propagation from RELAY-3K to LOAD-3K
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-3K
Fault-hyp: Resistive-Short-Circuit LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from LOAD-3K to RELAY-3K
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-3K to BUS-3D
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from BUS-3D to SENSOR-3G
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor $ENSOR-3G
Source Propagation from SENSOR-3G to RELAY-2J
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-2J to BUS-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source-Propagation from BUS-2C to SENSOR-2F
Sink-Propagation from BUS-2C to RELAY-2H
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2F
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2F to RELAY-2F
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-2F to REGULATOR-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from REGULATOR-2A to SENSOR-2E
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2E
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2E to RELAY-2E
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-2E to BUS-2B
Fau|t-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from BUS-2B to SENSOR-2C
-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
:ted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2C
.c
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Source Propagation from SENSOR-2C to RELAY-2C
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-2C to BUS-ZA
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3K
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2B
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2B to RELAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-2B to SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Fault_hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Predicted Current Effect: HIGH Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2A to RELAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Source Propagation from RELAY-2A to SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2H to SENSOR-2G
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Predicted Current Effect: LOW Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2G
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2G to BUS-2D
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2K
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2K to LOAD-2K
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
End-Sink Propagation from LOAD-2K
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2M
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2M to LOAD-2M
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
End-Sink Propagation from LOAO-2M
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2Q
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2Q to LOAD-2Q
Fault-hyp: RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
End-Sink Propagation from LOAO-ZQ
Reporting All Inltlal Fault Hypotheses:
SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAD-3K
SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
_ESISTIVE-_HORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3K
3ISTIVE-Sh_RT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
lO
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CLOSED-RELAY RELAY-3M
CLOSED-RELAY RELAY-3N
Reporting Final Fault Hypotheses:
SHORT-CIRCUIT LOAO-3K
SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-30
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCU!T LOAD-3K
RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT BUS-3D
Readihgs at SENSOR-3Z
Normal Voltage: 33.124916
Faulted Voltage: 33.124916
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2Z
Normal Voltage: 33.124916
Faulted Voltage: 33.124916
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0 -
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-IZ
Normal Voltage: 33.437412
Faulted Voltage: 33.437412
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
dual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3G
Normal Voltage: 29.687424
Faulted Voltage: 3.4374912
dual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 1.1328096
Faulted Current: 3.3593664
dual Current: HIGH
Readings at SENSOR-2G
Normal Voltage: 29.687424
Faulted Voltage: 3.7499905
dual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 1.1328096
Faulted Current: 0.1171872
...... Current: ZERO
tl
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Readings at $EN$OR-1G
Normal Voltage: 29.687424
Faulted Voltage: 29.374924
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 1.95312
Faulted Current: 1.9140576
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at 5ENSOR°3F
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3E
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: -0.097656
Faulted Current: -0.097656
Oual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3C
Normal Voltage: 0.0
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Oual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3D
Normal Voltage: 5.6249857
Faulted Voltage: 5.6249857
Qua1 voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.097656
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3B
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0.
Faulted Current: 0.0
Oual Current: NORMAL
•_s at SENSOR-3_
•11 Voltaga: 0.9374978
i?-
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Faulted Voltage: 0.9374976
Oual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2F
Normal Voltage: 30.624922
Faulted Voltage: 4.999987
Qual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 2.4414
Faulted Current: 3.515616
Qua] Current: HIGH
Readings at SENSOR-2E
Normal Voltage: 34.062412
Faulted Voltage: 8.437478
Qual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 2.4414
Faulted Current: 3.613272
Qual Current: HIGH
Readings at SENSOR-2C
Normal Voltage: 35.31241
Faulted Voltage: 10.312473
Qual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 2.4414
Faulted Current: 3.613272
Qual Current: HIGH
Readings at SENSOR-ZD
Normal Voltage: 34.062412
Faulted Voltage: 8.749977
Qual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 0.097656
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: ZERO
Readings at SENSOR-ZB
Normal Voltage: 36.562405
Faulted Voltage: 11.56247
Qual Voltage: LOW
Normal Current: 1.2695279
Faulted Current: 1.855464
Qua_ Current: HIGH
Readings at SENSOR-2A
Normal Voltage: 36.24991
Faulted Voltage: 11.56247
_ '_o]tage: LOW
Current: 1.171872
13
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Faulted Current: 1.757808
Oual Current: HIGH
Readings at SENSOR-IF
Normal Voltage: 29.999924
Faulted Voltage: 29.999924
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 2.148432
Faulted Current: 2.148432
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readi'ngs at SENSOR-1E
Normal Voltage: 34.062412
Faulted Voltage: 34.062412
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 2.148432
Faulted Current: 2.148432
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-1C
Normal Voltage: 35.31241
Faulted Voltage: 35.31241
Qua1 Voltage: , NORMAL
Normal Current: 1.95312
Faulted Current: 1.95312
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-1D
Normal Voltage: 34.062412
Faulted Voltage: 34.062412
Qua1 Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.195312
Faulted Current: 0.195312
Qua1 Current: NORMAL
Readings at 5ENSOR-1B
Normal Voltage: 36.24991
Faulted Voltage: 36.24991
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.97656
Faulted Current: 0.97656
Qua] Current: NORMAL
Readings at 5ENSOR-1A
Normal Voltage: 36.562405
Faulted Voltage: 36.562405
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.97656
Faulted Current: 0.97656
_',_ Current: NORMAL
!r i"" ",
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Program halted.
Ending run at 2/13/86 15:49:12.
:> watch
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Fault-hyp: Open-Circuit RELAY-ZC
Source Propagation from RELAY-2C to BUS-ZA
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2B
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZC
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-ZB
Source Propagation from SENSOR-2B to RELAY-ZB
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
Source Propagation from RELAY-2B to SOLAR-ARRAY-ZB
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-ZB
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
Source Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2A
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor $ENSOR-ZA
Source Propagation from SENSOR-ZA to RELAY-ZA
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZC
Source Propagation from RELAY-2A to SOLAR-ARRAY-EA
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
End-Source Propagation from SOLAR-ARRAY-ZA
Fault-hyp: Open-Circuit RELAY-2C
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2C to SENSOR-2C
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-2C
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2C to BUS-ZB
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZC
Sink Propagation from BUS-ZB to RELAY-ZE
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2E to SENSOR-ZE
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZC
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-ZE
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-ZE to REGULATOR-2A
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZC
Sink Propagation from REGULATOR-ZA to RELAY-ZF
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
Sink Propagation from RELAY-2F to SENSOR-2F
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-ZC
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-ZF
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2F to BUS-2C
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
Sink Propagation from BUS-ZC to RELAY-2H
Fault-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
Sink Propagation from RELAY-ZH to SENSOR-ZG
Fault-hy_: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
Predicted Current Effect: ZERO Consistent at Sensor SENSOR-ZG
Sink Propagation from SENSOR-2G to BUS-2D
:ult-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAYo2C
_k Propagation from BUS-2D to RELAY-2N
-hyp: OPEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-?C
• Propagation from RELAY-2N tO LOAD-2N
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Propagation from BUS-2A to SENSOR-2A
Fault Hypothesis RESISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT at SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
Predicted EFfect Is Inconsistent at Sensor SENSOR-2A
;dicted Value: HIGH
;sot Value: ZERO
ng All Initia] Fault Hypotheses:
EN-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
SISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-2A
'EN-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
ISISTIVE-SHORT-CIRCUIT SOLAR-ARRAY-2B
EN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
'EN-CIRCUIT BUS-2A
ng Final Fault Hypotheses:
PEN-CIRCUIT RELAY-2C
PEN-CIRCUIT BUS-2A
SENSOR-3Z
33.124916
ed Voltage: 0.0
Voltage: NORMAL
l Current: 0.0
ed Current: 0.0
Current: NORMAL
s at SENSOR-2Z
I Voltage: 33.437412
ed Voltage: 0.0
Voltage: NORMAL
I Current: 0.0
ed Current: 0.0
3urrent: NORMAL
s at SENSOR-IZ
I Voltage: 33.437412
ed Voltage: 0.0
¢oltage: NORMAL
1 Current: 0.0
ed Current: 0.0
Surrent: NORMAL
ENSOR-3G
1 Voltage: 0.0
_d Voltage: -0.0390624
_oltage: NORMAL
1 Current: 0.0
_d Current: -0.03g0624
]urrent: NORMAL
F-q
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Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.097656
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-3A
Normal Voltage: 0.9374976
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2F
Normal Voltage: 30.312422
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qua] Voltage: ZERO
Normal Current: 2.6367118
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qua] Current: ZERO
Readings at 6ENSOR-2E
Normal Voltage: 33.749912
Faulted Voltage: 0.097656
Qual Voltage: ZERO
Normal Current: 2.6367118
Faulted Current: 0.097656
Qual Current: ZERO
Readings at SENSOR-2C
Normal Voltage: 35.31241
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: ZERO
Normal Current: 2.5390558
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: ZERO
Readings at SENSOR-2D
Normal Voltage: 33.749912
Faulted Voltage: 0.0
Qual Voltage: ZERO
Normal Current: 0.0
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-2B
Normal Voltage: 36.24991
_ ...... Voltage: 0.0
,1rage: NORMAL
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Normal Current: 1.2695279
Faulted Current: 0.0
Qual Current: ZERO
Readings at SENSOR-2A
Normal Voltage: 36.24991
Faulted Voltage: 0.097656
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 1.3671839
Faulted Current: 0.097656
Qual Current: ZERO
Readings at SENSOR-IF
Normal Voltage: 29.999924
Faulted Voltage: 2.050776
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 2.050776
Faulted Current: 2.050776
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-IE
Normal Voltage: 34.062412
Faulted Voltage: 2.050776
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 2.148432
Faulted Current: 2.050776
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-IC
Normal Voltage: 35.31241
Faulted Voltage: 1.95312
Oual Voltage: NOPJ_AL
Normal Current: 1.95312
Faulted Current: 1.95312
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-1D
Normal Voltage: 34.062412
Faulted Voltage: 0.195312
Qual Voltage: NORMAL
Normal Current: 0.195312
Faulted Current: 0.195312
Qual Current: NORMAL
Readings at SENSOR-IB
Normal Voltage: 36.24991
Faulted Voltage: 0.878904
Qual Voltage: NOI_L
Normal Current: 0.878904
"_ulted Current: 0.878904
_al Current: NORMAL
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I. SystemOverview
This section is a high level description of the normal operation
of the FIES system in terms of data flow across the interfaces
of the system. For the purposes of this description four
interfaces have been identified. These interfaces are
breadboard to microprocessor, microprocessor to symbolics,
symbolics to microprocessor and microprocessor to breadboard.
There are two distinct processing phases in the FIES system.
The first phase is initialization phase which begins with
breadboard, microprocessor and symbolics power up, includes user
selection and download of an initial configuration for the
breadboard and concludes when the microprocessor notifies the
Symbolics that the breadboard has achieved steady state
configuration. The second phase begins with fault insertion
into a steady state configuration and concludes with the
successful isolation and correction of a fault by the expert
system.
A. Initialization
1.0 Power up microprocessor and breadboard
Power is applied simultaneously to the microprocessor and the
breadboard by throwing the "power on" circuit breaker on the
main control panel. This results in self test by both the
microprocessor and B/B. Following successful self test the
breadboard is placed ina "safe' default configuration.
2.0 Microprocessor Initial Program Load
Following successful self test, control is transferred to a
command file that loads the microprocessor FIES application
software. Interrupts from the breadboard are enabled and the
microprocessor begins handling interrupts from the breadboard
and storing data in memory tables. This data acquisition cycle
repeats itself every 3 milliseconds. Interrupts from the
Symbolics are also enabled.
3.0 Power Up Symbolics
Power on to the Symbolics results in self test by the Symbolics.
09521/1522g
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4.0 Symbolics system Software Initial ProgramLoad
Following successful self test, Symbolics system software is
loaded into memory. Communicationbetween the Symbolics and the
microcomputer is now established and is confirmed by a control
sequencehandshake.
5.0 Initial Configuration Load
Following successful Symbolics IPL, the user is prompted with a
configuration load option menu. Following selection of a
configuration option, the Symbolics downloads the selected
configuration to the microprocessor. Interrupts from the
microprocessor are enabled and the Symbolics waits for the
microprocessor upload of the steady state data values.
6.0 Microprocessor Configuration Load
Configuration load from the Symbolics interrupts the
microprocessor. The interrupt is handled by an Interrupt
Service Request and control is passed to a program that sets the
breadboard to the initial configuration and records the initial
configuration and the error band data in memory tables.
7.0" Microprocessor Steady State Detect
The microprocessor then begins sampling the breadboard a 3 ms.
intervals until steady state is detected. When steady state is
detected the steady state values are uploaded to the Symbolics.
Following this upload the microprocessor enables interrupts from
the Symbolics and continues to sample data from the breadboard.
8.0 Symbolics Steady State Detect
A steady state condition upload from the microprocessor results
in an interrupt at the Symbolics. An communication handler
reads the data and places the data in a global area of memory.
A message is sent to the expert system that the steady state
condition has been received. The expert reads the steady state
values, performs preliminary processing and goes to sleep.
Interrupts from the microprocessor are enabled. A message is
output to the terminal indicating that the initial configuration
has been successfully initialized and that the system is ready
for fault insertion. This concludes initialization processing.
09521/1522g
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B. Fault Isolation
1.0 Fault Insertion
The user determines which faults are applicable to the current
configuration by analyzing the LED display and the system
architecture map on the front panel. The user inserts a fault
into the steady state configuration, using the front panel of
the breadboard.
2.0 Microprocessor Fault Detection
The microprocessor is currently sampling nominal conditions on
the breadboard a 3 ms. intervals. Whena data point is sampled
outside the error tolerance specified by the error bands, the
microprocessor uploads the exception values to the Symbolics.
This is defined to be an unsolicited data transfer. Following
an unsolicited data transfer, the microprocessor disables
interrupts from the breadboard, enables interrupts from the
Symbolics. If the Symbolics does not respond within 5 ms. a
watchdog timer fires, triggering a routine that places the
breadboard into a "safe" condition. The error band(s) violated
are then in "Emergency" condition.
3.0 Symbolics Fault Detection (Unsolicited Data Transfer)
An upload by the microprocessor to the Symbolics interrupts the
Symbolics. A service routine handles the interrupt and places
the data into global memory. A message is sent to the expert
system that an exception has occurred. This triggers the expert
to read the data and to begin fault evaluation.
4.0 Symbolics requests for data (solicited request for data)
The expert may require further data from the microprocessor
concerning the status of the breadboard. In this event, the
Symbolics sends an interrupt to the microprocessor. The
Symbolics then waits on a response VIA Rs232 XMIT from the
microprocessor. The microprocessor handles the RS232 interrupt,
interprets the requests, reads the data from A/D and sends an
interrupt VIA RS232 XMIT to the Symbolics. On the Symbolics
side an ISR handles the interrupt, places the data in a global
area of memory and sends a message to the expert that the data
has been received.
09521/1522g
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5.0 Symbolics requests for controls (Solicited request for control)
6.0
The expert may require controls on its behalf by the
microprocessor. The sequenceof events for requesting a control
is the sameas that described above. The control is performed
by the microprocessor.
Evaluation loop until fault determination
The loop described by 3.0-5.0 continues until fault
isolation/correction.
09521/1522g
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II. Microprocessor system software modular profile
A. Hierarchical decomposition
1.0 Self test
2.0
3.0
Data acquisition
2.1 Combination I/0 board handler
2.2 A/D board handler
Main driver
3.1 Emergency band violation handler
3.2 Caution/warning band handler
3.3 Command interpreter
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.3
Request for data handler
Micro computer transmission handler
Request for control handler
Microcomputer relay control handler
Request for initial configuration handler
B. Software Module Descriptions
1.0 Module name:
a.
b.
Self Test
Responsibilities
Check safe breadboard operation following power up.
Description
This program will be executed on power-up or when the user
switches the system into self test from the from panel.
This program is interrupt driven by the CPU board timer on
level _. It is also resident in memory with the main
program, but totally reconfigures the system. If the
breadboard is to be re-started as aslave to the expert
system, the main program must be re-entered from the top.
09521/1522g
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The program re-configures the 3 mSecclock CPUboard to be
2 seconds. With every 2 second IRQ, the program closes
another relay (according to a predefined configuration
list) and limit checks the results (also predefined). The
relays are closed in a direction from the power modules
towards the loads, allowing power to be applied
methodically to the system. The 2 second period allows the
user time to watch the process (specifically the power
output needles on the H.P. power supplies).
c. Subordinate routines
None
d. Implementation
8086 assembler
Data Acquisition
Module name: Combination I/0 Board Handler
a. Responsibilities:
Service Main Control Panel
b. Description
Co
d.
The function of this module is to display current values to
the 24 character LED and to handle faults inserted into the
breadboard from the control panel. There are 4 sources of
interrupts that must be handled. These sources and their
lit positions to be polled are shown below.
i ms. tier for switch debounce
(DBO)
Gas Discharge Display - RCVR
(DBI)
Gas Discharge Display - XMIT
(DB2)
User Repeat Function
(DB7)
Empty
Empty
This routine executes every 1 millisecond, provided no
higher interrupt levels are currently being serviced. Its
execution time will normally be extremely short, since the
primary responsibility is to check if any of the main panel
switch settings have been changed.
Subordinate routines
None
Implementation
8086 Assembler
09521/1522g
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2.2 Modulename: A/D Board Handler
a. Responsibil ities
Service A/D Board Conversions
The sampling Timer on the CPU board is the only source of
interrupts on level 4.
b. Description
O
Although each board (there are 4) is capable of giving an
IRQ when it has completed the conversion process, we choose
to use an external timer. The rationale is as follows:
An A/D conversion is composed of the following delay
elements: channel select, analog mux delay, A/D conversion
settling time, digital gain control. The last two elements
are of variable delay and may not even be one on some
boards. If each board supplied its own IRQ, we may become
"out of sync" in our sampling.
If we choose to consider handling power system faults which
decay with time, we will need to dynamically adjust our
sampling rate. The use of a single programmable timer to
do this allows us this flexibility.
The timer is therefore set to approximately 3
milliseconds. At the timer IRQ, the handler starts at the
top of the list of measurements and does limit checking on
the fly. There is more than enough time to complete the
entire list of measurements (even if the other IRQ handlers
interrupt this program) prior to the next timer IRQ.
Since the boards are not individually IRQ driven, care must
be taken to insure that good measurements are read, and
that the loop timing is minimized. The following sequence
of events should be observed:
.
2.
3.
5.
6.
Select a channel of A/D Board 1 and command the
conversion to start.
Do the same for Boards 2, 3, 4.
Poll Board #i until conversion complete and read
measurement.
Select a new channel on Board i and restart
conversion.
Limit check old Board i results.
Perform steps 3,4,5 rotating through the sequence
Board 2, 3, 4, I, 2, 3, 4, . etc.
09521/1522g
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The total conversion time is only on the order of 25
microseconds, so approximately 125 steps of the 8086 tMhz clock
need to be stepped off. This is approximately 15 assembly level
instructions with which to do limit checking. The limit
checking process will require on the order of 25 assembly level
instructions. Therefore, the limit checking is somewhatburied
some of checking time in the conversion time. There are 4
boards which require 16 measurements each.
4 x 16 x 25 microseconds = 1.60 milliseconds, so the 3
millisecond timing loop is adequate, leaving 1.4 milliseconds
for the non-buried limit checking and any communications
interrupts. The 3 milliseconds represents the smallest possible
sampling interval.
c. Subordinate routines
None
d. Implementation
8086 assembler
3.0 Module name: Main driver
a. Responsibilities
Initialization of breadboard to steady state following
power up. Error flags detection during normal operations.
Should an error be detected, it is the responsibility of
the main program to activate the appropriate error handlers.
b. Description
The main program will place the breadboard in a safe state
following power up. This includes opening all of the
relays and placing the system in a stable configuration.
Main will then wait on interrupts. Interrupts will be
enabled from the breadboard, in the contest of a data
acquisition cycle, on the RS232 port, in the context of
experts systems requests from the microprocessor.
Interrupts from the Symbolics have the higher priority.
When such an interrupt is detected, control is passed to
the command interpreter, described below. An interrupt
from the breadboard triggers the error/caution/warning
detection cycle, performed by the routines described in
sections.
Main will run in one of two states. The first state is
monitor steady state configuration mode. This occurs only
following initial configuration. Here, main waits to
detect a steady state. Upon steady state detection, a
complete set of node information is uploaded to the
Symbolics.
09521/1522g
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C.
dQ
The second state is fault detection scan. Here main
handles interrupts from the breadboard and passes control
to subordinate routines for emergency/warning/caution
detection processing.
Subordinate Programs:
3.1 Emergency band violation handler
3.2 Caution/warning band handler
3.3 Command Interpretor
Implementation
8086 assembler
3.1 Module name: Emergency band violation handler (acts as a
software circuit breaker)
a. Responsibilities
Detect and flag voltage and current measurements out of
range and set relays in order to ensure safe breadboard
operation.
b. Description
This program is activated when a node has violated the
EMERGENCY board limit for either current or voltage. The
routine is responsible for determining that the measurement
is not spurious, and that the error condition is stable.
This routine commands the opening of the relay which
controls the node(s) is the watchdog timer fires.
Following a control initiated by this module, the module
should send a message to the expert system that a relay has
been forced open or closed.
c. Subordinate routines
Microcomputer transmission handler
d. Implementation
8086 assembler
3.2 Module name: Caution/warning band handler
a. Responsibilities
Detect and flag current and voltage out of range
C-If
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b. Description
C.
do
This program is activated when a caution or warning band
has been violated and there exists no EMERGENCY band
violation anywhere in the system. This routine is
responsible for building the communication stream to be
sent to the Symbolics, upon determination of an error
condition.
Subordinate routines
Microcomputer transmission handler
Implementation
8086 assembler
3.3 Module name: Command Interpreter
a. Responsibilities
Control is passed to this routine upon interruption of Main
by the Symbolics. This routine must handle the message,
parse the command byte and pass control to the appropriate
routine.
b. Description
This module is a command interpreter. Valid commands are
detailed in the interface software description. Upon
interrupt from the Symbolics the module places the message
in an input buffer and parses the command byte. If the
command is valid the starting address and ending address of
the data in memory are passed to the appropriate routine.
The command interpreter then returns to a read and wait
state, awaiting further interrupts from the Symbolics.
c. Subordinate routines
Request for data handler
Request for control handler
Request for initial configuration handler
d. Implementation
8086 assembler
09521/1522g
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3.3.1 Module name:
a.
b.
Co
d,
Request for data handler
Responsibilities
Retrieve and format data for transmission to the Symbolics
Description
Control passes to this module from the command
interpreter. This routine must parse the request for data
command, determine for which nodes it must gather data,
read the data from memory, format the data for transmission
and pass the starting and endin_ address of the stream to
the transmission handler.
Subordinate routines
Microcomputer transmission handler
Implementation
8086 assembler
09521/1522g
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III. Symbolics system software modular profile
A. Hierarchical decomposition
1.0 Expert system command interpreter/receiver
I.I Unsolicited data transfer handler
1.2 Solicited data transfer handler
1.3 Unsolicited relay transfer handler
1.4 Steady state values handler
2.0 Expert system communication sender
2.1 Request for data from microprocessor
2.2 Request for control by microprocessor
2.3 Request for configuration download
B. Software module descriptions
1.0 Module name:
a.
Do
Co
d6
Expert system command interpreter receiver (ESCR)
Responsibilities
Handle transmissions from microprocessor
Description
The ESCR will handle interrupts from the microprocessor,
validate the input stream, store the data in memory,
interpret the co, and byte of the header record and, based
on the value of the command byte, transfer control to the
appropriate subordinate function.
Subordinate functions
Unsolicited data transfer handler
Solicited data transfer handler
Unsolicited relay transfer handler
Steady state values handler
Implementation
Lisp machine process
09521/1522g
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I.I
1.2
1.3
Module name:
a.
b.
C.
d,
Unsolicited data transfer handler
Responsibilities
Interface between ESCR and expert system
Description
When ESCR detects and unsolicited data transfer, control is
transferred to this function. The function processes the
data, formats it for compatibility with the expert system,
transfers the data into memory and notifies the expert
system that the transfer has occurred.
Subordinate routines
Expert system
Implementation
Lisp function, called from ESCR.
Module name:
a.
b.
Co
do
Solicited data transfer handler
Responsibilities
Interface between ESCR and expert system
Description
When ESCR detects an solicited data transfer, control is
transferred to this function. The function processes the
data, formats it for compatibility with the expert system,
transfers the data into memory and notifies the expert
system that the transfer has occurred.
Subordinate routines
Expert system.
Implementation
Lisp function, called from ESCR.
Module name: Unsolicited relay transfer handler
a. Responsibilities
Interface between ESCR and expert system
09521/1522g
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b. Description
C.
When ESCR detects an unsolicited relay transfer, control is
transferred to this function. The function processes the
data, formats it for compatibility with the expert system,
transfers the data into memory and notifies the expert
system that the transfer has occurred.
Subordinate routines
Expert system
d. Implementation
Lisp function, called from ESCR.
1.4 Module name:
a.
b.
C.
do
Steady state values handler
Responsibilities
Interface between ESCR and expert system
Description
When ESCR detects and steady state value transfer, control
is transferred to this function. The function processes
the data, formats it for compatibility with the expert
system, transfers the data into memory and notifies the
expert system that the transfer has occurred.
Subordinate routines
Expert system
Implementation
Lisp function, called from ESCR.
2.0 Module name: Expert system communication sender (ESCS)
a. Responsibilities
Send transmissions to microprocessor
b. Description
The ESCS will download data streams to the microprocessor.
c. Subordinate functions
None
C-16
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2.1
d. Implementation
Lisp function, called by routines sending data to the
microprocessor.
Module name: Request for data from microprocessor
a. Responsibilities
Format requests for data from expert system
microprocessor
b. Description
Co
do
to
This function will be called by the expert system. The
expert system will specify the data items for which it
requests information. This routine will format the
request, include the transmission header information and
pass control to the ESCS for transmission of the output
stream.
Subordinate functions
ESCS
Implementation
Lisp function, called from expert system.
2.2 Module name:
a.
Request for control by microprocessor
Responsibilities
Format requests for controls from expert
microprocessor
b. Description
Co
do
system to
This function will be called by the expert system. The
expert system will specify the relays for which it requests
controls. This routine will format the request, include
the transmission header information and pass control to the
ESCS for transmission of the output stream.
Subordinate functions
ESCS
Implementation
Lisp function, called from expert system.
09521/1522g
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2.3 Module name: Request for configuration download
a. Responsibilities
Format requests for initial configuration by microprocessor
b. Description
This function will be called from the user interface. The
function will be passed the name of the file containing the
initial configuration for the breadboard. This includes
relay-node mappings, current-voltage mappings and initial
warning and caution error bands. This routine will format
the request, include the transmission header information
and pass control to the ESCS for transmission of the output
stream.
c. Subordinate functions
ESCS
d. Implementation
Lisp function, called from user interface.
09521/1522g
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3.3.1.1 Module name: MicrocomputerTransmission Handler
3.3.2
a.
b.
Ca
Responsibilities
Send formatted data streams to the Symbolics
Description
This module called as a subroutine to the main program, and
other service routines needing to transmit data to the
expert system. The message to be transmitted will be
placed in an input buffer somewhere in the memory of the
microcomputer. The starting and ending addresses of the
stream to be transmitted will be passed to the transmission
handler. The program will check for valid protocol and
upload the stream to the Symbolics.
Subordinate routines
None
d. Implementation
8086 assembler
Module name:
a.
Do
Co
Request for control handler
Responsibilities
Perform controls on behalf of Symbolics
Description
Control passes to this module from the command
interpreter. This routine must parse the request for
controls(s) command, determine for which relays it must
execute controls and pass the relay numbers to the
microcomputer control handler.
Subordinate routines
Microcomputer relay control handler
d. Implementation
8086 assembler
3.3.2.1 Module name: Microcomputer Relay Control Handler
a. Responsibilities
Control Relays
09521/1522g
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b. Description
3.3.3
C.
This program is non-IRQ driven and is called as a
subroutine to the main program, and other service routines
needing to alter the relay settings.
The board requires a 48 bit mask register to enable/disable
the system relays. The board also has an override switch
which disables all relays in the event of system power up
or emergencies.
The board handler processes a list o£ relay numbers which
are to be turned on. The handler constructs the 48 bit
mask to the board in 16 bit quantities.
Subordinate routines
None
d. Implementation
8086 assembler
Module name:
a.
Request for initial configuration handler
Responsibilities
Perform initialization per instructions contained
configuration download message from Symbolics.
b. Description
C,
d,
in
Control passes to this module from the command
interpreter. This routine must initialize the breadboard
to the requested state and initialize data tables in
microcomputer memory. These tables include error band
values and node-relay mappings. This program will return
control to Main and set the monitor initial steady state
flag in Main.
Subordinate routines
Microcomputer relay control handler
Implementation
8086 assembler
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IV. Symbolics application expert system software modular profile
Ao
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
Hierarchical decomposition
User interface
Configuration initialization
Fault-data initialization
Hypothesis Generation
Hypothesis mediation
Correction
Explanation
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B. Software moduledescriptions
1.0
2.0
Modulename:
a.
b.
Co
d.
User interface
Responsibilities
Allow user to select an existing configuration or set up an
initial configuration
Description
This program will be implemented in Lisp or ART. It will
access a small data base of existing configurations. It
will also allow for user defined configurations. Once a
configuration has been defined, it will be downloaded to
the microsystem. Ideally, this will be an interactive
module that will incorporate the ART graphics package.
Subordinate functions
Request for configuration download.
Implementation
ART and Lisp on the Symbolics.
Module name: Configuration initialization
a. Responsibilities
Establish the system configuration description and the
error band data within the ART environment.
b. Description
This program will be implemented in ART. The circuit
components and nodes will be predefined. The operations to
be implemented will be: (I) determination of configuration
dependent source/sink relationships; and (2) insertion of
configuration dependent error bands.
c. Subordinate functions
Notice of completion sent to interface/user.
to insert fault.
System ready
d. Implementation
ART module.
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3.0 Module name:
a.
b.
Co
d.
Fault-data initialization
Responsibilities
Enter data incurred after a fault was inserted.
Description
This program will be implemented in ART. The main function
will be to enter faulted data into the ART representation
of the system.
Subordinate functions
None.
Implementation
ART module
_.0
5.0
Module name:
a.
Hypothesis generation
Responsibilities
Generate hypotheses including:
location
fault type and fault
b. Description
This module will be implemented in ART. It will be based
on: (I) qualitative reasoning; (2) source/sink
relationships; (3) fault descriptions and (4) a modular
representation of the power system.
c. Subordinate functions
None
d. Implementation
ART module.
Module name: Hypothesis mediation
a. Responsibilities
Prune off incorrect hypotheses.
b. Description
This module will be implemented using ART;s viewpoint
facility. The techniques used will be both causal and
hieristic-based. In specific cases, directives to flip
relays will be sent to the breadboard.
09521/1522g
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C.
do
Subordinate functions
Directives to change the relay configuration and return the
effected data.
Implementation
ART module.
6.0
7.0
Module name:
a.
Correction
Responsibilities
If possible, reconfigure the system to work around the
fault. Otherwise make proper recommendations to the user.
b. Description
Co
d.
Module name:
a.
This module will be implemented in ART. It will make use
of heuristic and causal reasoning techniques when
applicable. It will send relay change directives to the
breadboard when necessary. It will hypothesize a
correction, analyze it, and request it.
b.
Co
d.
09521/1522g
Subordinate functions
Relay change directives will be sent to the breadboard.
Implementation
ART module.
Explanation
Responsibilities
Report fault and explanation to the user.
Description
Report the fault and a trace of the reasoning path followed
to arrive at the decision. This may allow for limited user
interaction, and may
explanation facility.
Subordinate functions
None
Implementation
ART module.
C-2_
incorporate graphics into the
V. Interface description
A. Overview
In this section we define the interfaces in term of
sender-receiver relationships in the system. There are 4 sender
relationships and 4 receiver relationships. Sender
relationships are breadboard to microprocessor, microprocessor
to Symbolics, Symbolics to microprocessor and microprocessor to
breadboard. Receivers are microprocessor from breadboard,
Symbolics from microprocessor, microprocessor from Symbolics and
breadboard from microprocessor.
Examination of these sender-receiver relationships allows a
framework for defining the exact data that must be transferred
across any given interface and also allow the identification of
the software modules that must be constructed in the interface
software.
B. Transmission senders
1.0 Breadboard to microprocessor
I.I Requirement: Data generation
The breadboard will generate complete data sets at a 3ms.
frequency. Data acquisition by the microprocessor will be
interrupt driven. The microprocessor must handle
interrupts, perform limit checks and store the data within
the 3 ms. time frame.
2.0 Microprocessor to Symbolics
2.1 Requirement: Unsolicited data transfers
The microprocessor must detect and report exceptions
relative to the initial configuration error bands. This
detection must occur within the 3 ms. data acquisition
cycle described above.
2.2 Requirement: Solicited data transfers
The microprocessor must send data to the Symbolics
following a request for data.
09521/1522g
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3.0
4.0
2.3 Requirement: Report unsolicited forced controls
The microprocessor must send data to the Symbolics
following a forced control. A forced control is initiated
by the microprocessor in order to prevent board failure.
This will occur only under extraordinary circumstances. In
this respect the microprocessor acts as a software circuit
breaker.
2.4 Requirement: Steadystate data value upload
The microprocessor will send the steady state data values
to the Symbolics following configuration load and steady
state detect.
Symbolics to microprocessor
3.1 Requirement: Configuration load
The Symbolics must send the initial configuration to the
microprocessor.
3.2 Requirement: Solicited requests for data
The Symbolics will send requests for data to the
microprocessor.
3.3 Requirement: Solicited request for control
The Symbolics will send requests for controls to the
microprocessor.
Microprocessor to breadboard
4.1 Requirement: Set safe configuration
The microprocessor must initialize the breadboard to a safe
configuration following power on self test.
4.2 Requirement: Set initial configuration
The microprocessor must initialize the breadboard to the
initial configuration requested by the user.
4.3 Requirement: Set relays on request for control
The microprocessor must respond to requests for control
from the expert.
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C. Transmission receivers
1.0 Microprocessor from breadboard
I.I Requirement: Data Acquisition
The microprocessor must be capable of handling interrupt
driven data acquisition at the rate of 3ms. per cycle.
2.0 Symbolics from microprocessor
2.1 Requirement: Handle unsolicited data transfers
The Symbolics must handle interrupts from the
microprocessor, identify unsolicited data transfers and
pass the data to the expert system.
2.2 Requirement: Handle solicited data transfers
The Symbolics must handle interrupts from the
microprocessor, identify solicited data transfers and pass
the data to the expert system.
2.3 Requirement: Handle unsolicited control report
The Symbolics must handle interrupts
microprocessor, identify unsolicited control
pass the data to the expert system.
from the
reports and
2.4 Requirement: Handle steady state value table upload
The Symbolics must handle interrupts from the
microprocessor, identify steady state table uploads and
pass the data to the expert system.
3.0 Microprocessor from Symbolics
3.1 Requirement: Handle request for configuration load
The microprocessor must handle interrupts from the
Symbolics, identify request for a configuration load and
transfer control to the routine that performs configuration
load.
3.2 Requirement: Handle request for data (solicited)
The microprocessor must handle interrupts from the
Symbolics, identify a request for data and transfer control
to the return that performs solicited request for data.
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3.3 Requirement: Handle request for control (solicited)
The microprocessor must handle interrupts from the
Symbolics, identify a request for control and transfer
control to the routine that handles solicited request for
control.
4.0 Breadboard from microprocessor
4.1 Requirement: Set relays
The breadboard must respond to configuration set commands
issued by the microprocessor.
D. Data transmission formats
1.0 Protocol description
I.i Header records
This section describes header records for data transmission
formats. These header records will be used to identify the
type of message that is being sent and to trigger the
appropriate receiver function on the receiver side of the
interface. Record formats are described by relative byte
address in the record.
1.2 Header record format
Command byte 0
Checksum 1-2
1.3 Trailer records
Trailer records are used to indicate end of transmission.
1.4 Trailer record format
End of transmission
Always "_'
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2.0 Transmission formats
A transmission, including headers, trailers and the description
of the transmitted data is described for each of the messagesin
the system.
2.1 Data generation by breadboard
2.2 Microprocessor to symbolics
2.2.1 Unsolicited data transfer
Comand byte 0
Checksum 1-2
Nodeid 3-4
Error type 5
'' = N/A
Int =
'c' = caution
'w' = warning
'e' = error
Error direction 6
'' = N/A
'h' = above limit
'i' = below limit
Voltage 7-12
Current 13-19
always = 'u'
16 bit integer
16 bit integer
Repeating groups, bytes 3-19 until trailer
record is encountered (see trailer record,
end of transmission).
2.2.2 Solicited data transfer
Command byte 0
(same as 3.2.1.1)
always 's'
2.2.3 Unsolicited relay status: relay forced closed
Command byte 0
Relay id 1-2
Relay status 3
'o' = open
'c' = closed
'f' = forced close
always 'r'
Repeating groups, bytes 1-3 until trailer
record is encountered (see trailer record,
end of transmission).
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2.2.4 Steady state table upload
Command byte 0
(same as 3.2.1.1)
always 'z'
2.3 Symbolics to microprocessor
2.3.1 Con£iguration load
Command byte O-
Checksum I-2
Node id 3-4
Voltage flag 5
I = measure voltage
0 : don't
Current flag 6
Error band low 7-12
Warning band low 13-18
Caution band low 19-24
Error band high 25-30
Warning band high 31-36
Caution band high 37-42
always 'i'
16 bit integer
16 bit integer
Repeating group of bytes 3-42 until end of
transmission
2.3.2 Requests for data transfer (solicited)
Command byte 0 always 'd'
Node id 1-2
Repeating groups of bytes i-2 until end of
transmission
2.3.3 Requests for control
Command byte 0
Relay id I-2
Relay status 3
'o' = open
'c' = closed
'f' = force close
always 'c'
Repeating groups, bytes 1-3 until trailer
record is encountered (see trailer record,
end of transmission).
2.3.4 Microprocessor to breadboard
2.3.4.1 Set relays
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E. Con_nandfunction summary
1.0
2.0
Microprocessor to symbolics
'u' returning unsolicited data
's' returning solicited data
'r' returning unsolicited relay status
'z' returning steady state value table
Symbolics to microprocessor
'i' configuration load
'd' request for data
'c' request for control
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Hardware Description and Drawings
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SUBSYSTEM AUTOMATION STUDY BREADBOARD
Drawing #PL849PABBI000
Item # Part# Description MFG QTY
I P-10 10.5" Panels Optima 3
2 849PABBI500 Main Control Assembly 1
3 849PABBI600 Power System Assembly I
4 849PABBI700 Battery System Assembly I
5 HP6255A-010 Power Supply Hewlett Packard 3
6 HP6264B-OI0 Power Supply Hewlett Packard i
7 849PABBIgO0 Microcomputer Disk Drive Intel I
8 849PABBI400 Microcomputer Assembly Intel i
9 849PABBI300 Fault Insertion Assembly I
I0 849PABBI200 Map Assembly I
II G-319 Ventillation Grille Optima 5
12 849PABBII00 Voltage Regulator 1
Numbers which end in I are schematics. Drawings beginning in PL are
parts lists for the assembly drawings which follows:
i000 - Top Level assembly
II - First assembly beneath top level
12 - Second assembly beneath top level
IIi0 - First assembly beneath second level
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OE POOR QUALITY
MAIN CONTROL ASSEMBLY
Drawing #PL849PABB1500
Item # Part # Description
9
I0
ii
12
13
P-10 10.5" X 19" Panel
W424-I050 Alphanumeric Display
AM2-A3-A-10-2 Circuit Breaker
APF2021S
31-2111T
31G3-2111T
572-1321-
0804-040
572-1121-
0804-040
PAZ001
3-2-11-1-
4-3-0-1
RH019,150
RC07GF201J
Th-II2-48L
Line Filter
AC Indicator Lamps
DC Indicator Lamps
Momentary Paddle Switch
2 Position Paddle Switch
Rotary Switch
Thumbwheel Switch
i% Current Limiting
Resistors
200,1/4 Volt Resistor 5%
Lettering Set
MFG
Optima
Cherry Electric
Heinemann
Cornell-Dubilies
Leecra£t
Leecraft
Dialight
Dialight
Centralab
C&K
Dale
AI ien-Bradl ey
Tranfertech
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POWER SYSTEM - BOARD i
Drawing #PL849PABBI 6I0
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
I
2
3 Module 39
T4 Aluminum
2/56 Screw
MMC
NL Fasteners
I
4
4
6321
NH-50,14 ohm
NH-50,27 ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 48
Solid State Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
I%, 50W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
i Watt,27ohm, I% Resistor
1/4 Watt,270ohm,5% Resistor
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
6321
NH-50,14 ohm
NH-5,330 ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 47
Solid State Relay
1%, 50W Resistor
I%, 5W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
I Watt, 27ohm, i%
I/4 Watt,270ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
6321
NH-50,14 ohm
RH-50,50 ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Solid State Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
1%, 5W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
i Watt, 27 ohm, 1%
1/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
E-//
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Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
6 Module 46
6321
NH-50,14 ohm
NH-50,27 ohm
RH-5,40 ohms
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 45
Solid State Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
I%, 50W Resistor
I%, 5W, Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
I Watt, 27 ohm, 1%
I/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
6321
RH-5,180ohms
NH-50,14ohms
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 44
Solid State Relay
1%, 5W Resistor
1%, 50W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
i Watt, 27 ohm, i%
I/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
i
3
I
i
I
i
I
I
i
6321
NH-S0,14ohms
RH-S0,SOohms
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RCO7GF271J
Solid State Relay
1%, 50W Resistor
1%, 50W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
i Watt, 27 ohm, I%
1/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
E-IZ
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Drawing #PL849PABBI610
Item # Part # Description MFG QzY
9 Module 43
I0
6321
NH-50,14 ohm
RH-5,270ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 42
Solid State Relay
1%, 50W Resistor
I%, 50W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
I Watt, 27 ohm, i%
1/4 Watt, 270 Ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
11
6321
NH-50,14 ohm
RH-10,150ohm
TVA-1305.5
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Solid State Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
I%, 10W Resistor
20VF, 50V Capacitor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
i Watt, 27 ohm, 1%
i/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Measurement Network
Sprague
12
13
RH-5,1ohm
RNC6507501F
RNC65H2262FS
30DTE1305
72103
DB25S
I%,5W Resistor
7.5Kohm, 1% Resistor
22.6Kohm, 1% Resistor
20nF Capacitor
Terminal Blocks
"D' Type, 25 Pin Female
Connector
Dale
Dale
Dale
Sprague
Vernitron
Ampherol
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POWER SYSTEM - BOARD 2
Drawing #PL849PABBI620
Item # Part # Description MFG QrY
Module 38
T4 Aluminum
2/56 Screw
MMC
NL Fasteners
1
4
4
6321
NH-50,14 ohm
NH-S,270ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 37
Solid State Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
I%, 50W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
I Watt, 27 ohm, 1%
1/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
5
6321
NH-50,14 ohm
H-5,50 ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 36
Solid State Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
I%, 50W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
i Watt, 27 ohm, 1%
1/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
6321
NH-50,14 ohm
RH-5,200ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Solid State Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
I%, 5W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
I Watt, 27 ohm, 1%
1/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Z-l?
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Drawing #PL849PABBI620
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
6 Module 35
6321
N-I-I-50,14ohm
NH-50,27ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N222P..A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 34
Solid State Relay
1%, 50W Resistor
I%, 50W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
I Watt, 27 ohm, 1%
1/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
6321
RH-50,50 ohm
NH-50,14 ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 33
Solid State Relay
1%, 50W Resistor
1%, 50W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
i Watt, 27 ohm, 1%
1/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
6321
NH-50,14 ohm
RH-10,100ohm
2N6396
P.N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Solid State Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
I%, 10W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
i Watt, 27 ohm, 1%
1/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
E- 2o
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Drawing #PL849PABBI620
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
9 Module 41
I0
6321
NH-50,14 obJ.
RH-25,16 ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 40
Solid State Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
i%, 25W Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
i Watt, 27 ohm, 1%
i/4 Watt, 270 ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Ii
6321 Solid State Relay
NH-50,14 ohm i%, 50W Resistor
TVA-1305.5
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
20vF, 50V Capacitor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
i Watt, 27 ohm, 1%
1/4 Watt, 270 Ohm, 5%
Capton Tape
Measurement Network
Sprague
Motorola
12
13
RH-5, lohm I%,5W Resistor
RNC6507501F 7.5K ohm, 1% Resistor
RNC65H2262FS 22.6K ohm, I% Resistor
30DTEI305 20vF Capacitor
72103
DB25S
Terminal Blocks
"D' Type, 25 Pin Female
Connector
Dale
Dale
Dale
Sprague
Vernitron
Ampherol
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POWER SYSTEM - BOARD 3
Drawing #PL849PABB1630
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
Module 29
T4 Aluminum
2/56 Screw
MMC
NL Fasteners
4
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
NH-50,14 ohm
RC07GF201J,
200ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
RH-5, .I ohm
5?2-4820-
01-05-16
Module 28
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
IW, 27 ohm, i%
270 ohm, 5%, I/4W
1%, 5W Resistor
Terminal Post
Capton Tape
Potter-Brum£ield
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Midland-Ross
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
NH-50,14 ohm
RC07GF201J,
200ohm
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
RH-5, .I ohm
572-4820-
01-05-16
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
IW, 27 ohm, I%
270 ohm, 5%, I/4W
I%, 5W Resistor
Terminal Post
Capton Tape
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Midland-Ross
I
I
I
I
I
2
I
2
1
E-Z7
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Con' t
Drawing #PL849PABBI630
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
5 Module 27
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
NH-50,14 ohm
RC07GF201J
2N6396
2N6039
2N22224
RS2027
RC07GF271J
572-4820-
01-05-16
Module 26
DPDT Re Iay
I%, 50W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
IW, 27 ohm, Resistor
270 ohm, 5%, I/4W
Terminal Post
Capton Tape
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Midland-Ross
7
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
NH-50,14 ohm
RC07GF201J
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
572-4820-
01-05-16
Module 25
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
IW, 27 ohm, Resistor
270 ohm, 5%, I/4W
Terminal Post
Capton Tape
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Midland-Ross
I
I
I
I
I
2
I
2
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
NH-50,14 ohm
RC07GF201J
2N6396
2N6039
2N22224
RS2027
RC07GF271J
572-4820-
01-05-16
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
1/4W, 5% Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
IW, 27 ohm, Resistor
270 Ohm, 5%, I/4W
Terminal Post
Capton Tape
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Midland-Ross
I
i
I
I
I
2
I
2
E- -S
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Drawing #PL849PABBI630
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
8 Module 21
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
NH-50,14 ohm
RC07GF201J
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 19
DPDT Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
IW, 27 ohm, Resistor
270 ohm, 5%, II4W
Capton Tape
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
10
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
NH-50,14 ohm
RCO7GF2OIJ
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
Module 20
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
IW, 27 ohm, Resistor
270 ohm, 5%, I/4W
Capton Tape
Potter-Brum9ield
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
i
I
I
i
I
2
i
2
I
II
12
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
NH-50,14 ohm
RC07GF2OIJ
2N6396
2N6039
2N2222A
RS2027
RC07GF271J
72103
DB25S
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
SCR
Power Transistor
Small Signal Transistor
IW, 27 ohm, Resistor
270 ohm, 5%, I/4W
Capton Tape
Terminal Blocks
"D' Type, 25 Pin Connector,
Female
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Vernitron
Amphenol
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POWER SYSTEM - BOARD 4
Drawing #PL849PABBI640
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
Module 15
T4 Aluminum
2/56 Screw
MMC
NL Fasteners
4
6321
RH-50,14 ohm
TVA-1305.5
RH-5, .lohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL6121U
Solid State Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
20vF Capacitor
1%, 5W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 Ohm, I%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
RNC65H2262FS 22.6K ohm, I% Resistor
RNC65D7501F 7.5K ohm, 1% Resistor
30DTEI305 20vF Capacitor
Module 17
Cryden
Dale
Sprague
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
I
I
I
2
1
1
1
I
I
I
2
2
2
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .i ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTE1305
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, I%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capaci tot
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brum£ield
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
I
I
2
I
i
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
E-_"
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Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
5 Module 32
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .i ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTEI305
Module 31
DPDT Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, i%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capaci tot
22.6K Ohm, 1%
7.5K Ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brumfield I
Dale 1
Dale 2
Allen-Bradley I
Dale i
Motorola 2
Motorola I
Motorola i
Mallory i
Dale 2
Dale 2
Sprague 2
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .I ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTE1305
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, I%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capaci tot
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brum£ield I
Dale I
Dale 2
Allen-Bradley 1
Dale i
Motorola 2
Motorola i
Motorola i
Mallory I
Dale 2
Dale 2
Sprague 2
E-3G"
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Drawing #PL849PABBI640
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
7 Module 30
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .I ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTEI305
Module 2_
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
II4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, i%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
i
I
2
I
I
2
I
I
I
2
2
2
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .I ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
P_N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTE1305
DPDT Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, I%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capaci tor
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
E-37
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Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
9 Module 23
10
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .i ohm
RC07GFR71J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTE1305
Module 22
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
114W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, 1%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, I%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brum£ield
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .I ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTE1305
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, 1%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brum£ield
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
1
I
2
I
1
2
I
1
1
2
2
2
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POWER SYSTEM - BOARD 5
Drawing #PL849PABB1650
Item # Part # Description MFG QrY
Module 16
T4 Aluminum
2/56 Screw
MMC
NL Fasteners
1
6321
RH-50,14 ohm
TVA-1305.5
RH-5, .lohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL6121U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D750IF
30DTEI305
Module 18
Solid State Relay
1%, 50W Resistor
20vF Capaci tot
i%, 5W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, I%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, I% Resistor
7.5K ohm, i% Resistor
20vF Capaci tot
Cryden
Dale
Sprague
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
P,H-5, .I ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTEI305
DPDT Relay
1%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 Ohm, 1%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, 1%
7.5K ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
I
I
2
I
1
2
1
I
i
2
2
2
E- _-t_
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Drawing #PL849PABBI650
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
5 Module 12
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .I ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTEI305
Module 14
DPDT Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
I% 5W Resisotr
1/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 Ohm, 1%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
I
i
2
I
I
2
i
I
1
2
2
2
6321
RH-50,14 ohm
TVA-1305.5
P,H-5, .lohm
RCO7GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTE1305
Solid State Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
20vF Capacitor
I%, 5W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 Ohm, 1%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capaci tot
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, I%
20vF Capacitor
Cryden
Dale
Sprague
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
E-4& _"
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Drawing #PL849PABBI650
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
7 Module 13
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .I ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D750IF
30DTE1305
Module 8
DPDT Relay
1%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, i%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, I%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brum_ield
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
I
I
2
I
I
2
I
I
I
2
2
2
6321
RH-50,14 ohm
TVA-1305.5
RH-5, .I ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTE1305
Solid State Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
20vF Capacitor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 Ohm, 1%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, I%
20vF Capacitor
Cryden
Dale
Sprague
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
i
I
i
2
i
I
2
I
I
I
2
2
2
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Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
9 Module 7
I0
6321
P,H-50,14 ohm
TVA-1305.5
RH-5, .i ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTE1305
Module I0
Solid State Relay
1%, 50W Resistor
20vF Capacitor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, 1%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, i%
7.5K Ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
Cryden
Dale
Sprague
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
I
I
I
2
I
1
2
i
I
I
2
2
2
6321
RH-50,14 ohm
TVA-1305.5
RH-5, .I ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTE1305
Solid State Relay
1%, 50W Resistor
20vF Capacitor
I% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, i%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, I%
20vF Capacitor
Cryden
Dale
Sprague
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
I
I
I
2
1
I
2
1
1
I
2
2
2
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POWER SYSTEM - BOARD 6
Drawing #PL849PABB1660
Item # Part # Description MFG QrY
Module 9
T4 Aluminum
2/56 Screw
MMC
NL Fasteners
4
6321
RH-50,14 ohm
TVA-1305.5
RH-5, .lohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL6121U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTEI305
LK0513XI03K
Module II
Solid State Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
20vF Capacitor
1%, 5W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 Ohm, 1%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capaci tot
22.6K ohm, 1% Resistor
7.5K ohm, I% Resistor
20vF Capaci tot
.01 VF Capacitor
Cryden
Dale
Sprague
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
Sprague
i
I
i
2
I
I
i
I
I
i
2
2
2
i
RI0-E6-XR-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .i ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTEI305
DPDT Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
I% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
iW, 27 Ohm, i%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capaci tot
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, 1%
20vF Capaci tor
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
E-J3
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Con't
Drawing #PL849PABBI660
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
5 Module 6
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .i ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D750IF
30DTEI305
Module 3
DPDT Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 Ohm, 1%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K ohm, I%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brum£ield
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
i
i
2
i
I
2
i
i
i
2
2
2
6321
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .lohm
RCO7GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTE1305
Solid State Relay
I%, 50W Resistor
i%, 5W Resistor
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, 1%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, i%
7.5K ohm, I%
20vF Capacitor
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
I
I
2
i
I
2
i
I
I
2
2
2
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Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
7 Module 5
8
RI0-E6-X2-
V185
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .i ohm
RC07GFRTIJ
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D750IF
30DTEI305
Module 2
6321
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .1 ohm
RCO7GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTE1305
RC07GF471J
TLGI21U
IN3208
LKOSI3XI03K
DPDT Re iay
i%, 50W Resistor
I% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, I%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, I%
7.5K Ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
Potter-Brumfield
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
Solid State Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 Ohm, 1%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capacitor
22.6K ohm, 1%
7.5K ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
470, I/4W Resitor
120VF Capacitor
Diode
.01VF Capacitor
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
Allen-Bradley
Mallory
Motorola
Sprague
I
I
2
I
I
2
I
I
I
2
2
2
I
I
2
I
i
2
i
i
I
2
2
2
2
i
I
I
POWERSYSTEM- BOARD 6
Con't
Drawing #PLSA9PABBI660
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
9 Module I
I0
6321
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .i ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
P_N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
CE02W
RNC65H2262FS
RNC65D7501F
30DTEI305
RC07GF471J
TLGI21U
IN3208
LK0513XI03K
Solid State Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, I%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
33vF Capaci tot
22.6K ohm, 1%
7.5K ohm, 1%
20vF Capaci tot
470, i/4W Resitor
120VF Capacitor
Diode
.01VF Capacitor
Cryden
Dale
Dale
AI len-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
RAYREX
Dale
Dale
Sprague
A11 en-Br ad iey
Mal Iory
Motorola
Sprague
Module 4
6321
RH-50,14 ohm
RH-5, .1 ohm
RC07GF271J
RS2027
2N2222A
2N6396
2N6039
TL612U
Solid State Relay
i%, 50W Resistor
1% 5W Resisotr
I/4W, 5% Resistor
IW, 27 ohm, I%
Small Signal Transistor
SCR
Power Transistor
120vF Capaci tot
RNC65H2262FS 22.6K ohm, i%
RNC65D7501F
30DTEI305
RC07GF471J
TLGI21U
IN3208
LK0513XI03K
7.5K ohm, 1%
20vF Capacitor
470, I/4W Resitor
120VF Capacitor
Diode
.01VF Capacitor
Cryden
Dale
Dale
Allen-Bradley
Dale
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Mallory
Dale
Dale
Sprague
Allen-Bradley
Mallory
Motorola
Sprague
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BATTERY SYSTEM ASSEMBLY
Drawing #PL849PABB1700
Item # Part # Description
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ii
12
13
14
15
16
P-IO
DRS-30
H-IO
25CELLI414-O
10.5" X 19" Panel
Drawer Slides
T4 Alluminum-3/16"
Set o£ Panel Handles
Battery Modules
KPSE06B-10-6S Connector Blackshells
8502-002 20 Guage wire-red
8502-010 20 Guage wire-black
86-12-312 12 Volt Power Supply
Lugs
T4 Alumimun - 1/4"
#8/32 Bolts
#8/32 Nuts
#8 Lockwashers
#8 Flatwashers
17614C Power Cord
MFG
Optima
Optima
MMC Stock
Optima
Eagle-Pitcher
Amphenol
Belden
Belden
Sola-Electric
MMC Stock
NL Fasteners
NL Fasteners
NL Fasteners
NL Fasteners
Belden
QrY
i
I
I
I
3
3
I
I
i
5
I
26
26
26
26
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FAULT INSERTION ASSEMBLY
Drawing #PL849PABBI300
Item # Part #
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
P-10
DRS-30
H-10
HGMP-0280
MST-105E
572-1121-
0804-040
39TB3
9L28050
849PABBI310
13PI2RC
TH-II2-48L
13RI2BC
TCGI21V
Description
I0.5"X19" Panel
Drawer Slides
T4 Alumunimn 3/16"
Set of Panel Handles
Integrated Lamps
3 Position toggle switches
2 Position paddle switches
Terminal Barrier strip
Wiring Harness
Perforated Base
Wire Wrap Assemblies
12 Gauge wire - red
Terminal Lugs
Lettering set
#8/32 Bolts
#8/32 Nuts
#8 Lockwashers
#8 Flatwashers
12 Guage Wire- black
120 VF, 25V Capacitor
MFG
Optima
Optima
MMC stock
Optima
Hewlett Packard
Leecraft
Dialight
Control Design
3M/Newark
MMC stock
MMC
Carol
Transfertech
NL Fasteners
NL Fasteners
NL Fasteners
NL Fasteners
Carol
Mallory
QTY
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Drawing #PL849PABB1200
Item # Part # Description MFG QYY
1 PlO-White 10.5" X 19" Panel Optima
s-re
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VENTI LLATION GRILLE
Item # Part # Description MFG QTY
I G-319 10.5" X 19" Panel Optima
VOLTAGE REGULATOR ASSEMBLY
Drawing # PLS_gPABBII00
Item # Part #
I
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
KDI-3.0
SU2AI
17614C
849PABBIII0
849PABBII20
849PABBII30
P-10
Description
3AMP Circuit Breaker
FAN, 120 VAC
Power Cord
Voltage Regulator
Battery Protection
Supply Disconnection
10.5" X 19" Panel
#8/32 Bolts
#8/32 Nuts
#8 Lockwashers
#8 Flatwashers
MFG
Heinemann
Sprite
Belden
MMC
MMC
MMC
Opt ima
QTY
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
20
2O
20
2O
E-Sz
wC-o,'*e--i? - ¢_ - V'C.,,_TT,_c:
PIN SINGIE-ENDED
1 No_ U_d
J Analog Rclum
7
9
II
I?
19
2_
:?
31
J_
41
4_
4_
Analog Relurn
No_ Used
I
No_ U,,ed
Anah_l,ZRclurn
DI FFER ENTI AL
No_ Used
An*log Relurn
A
Analog Rc_um
Nol Used
l
Nn! U_d
Analog Relurn
- I_V
PIN
2
4
6
II
19
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
25
32
36
4O
42
4h
4_
' N "SINGLE.. E, DhD
No_ Used
CH 16
CH 24
CH 17
CH 25
CHI8
CH 26
CH 19
CH 27
DIFFERENTIAL
Nol Used -_ O_.$_.
CH 8 HI S_c
CH 8 LO , _..,.o'
CH9Hi _7
CH 9 LO ,¢.,u,,.
CH 10HI _
CH 10 LO "_No'
CH II HI S,3
CH II LO '_._n'
k.lo
k13
CH 20 OH 12 HI _,
eH 2_I CH 12 LO '_..,o' K _
CH 21 CH 13 HI si2-z_..
CH 29 CH 13 LO '6,._0' I_IZ
CH 22 CH 14 H! ._
CH 30 CH 14 LO '¢a.,v_,' _ I_"
CH 23 CH 15 HI s/_
CH 31 CH 15 LO '_o' _ I(_
Nm U_d
t
I
No_ U_d
Analog Rclum
* 15V
No( Used
No_ U _d
N'ol Used
+ 15V
&ll *'d'l nurwi'W.-rtd l',n', ( l..'{. 4(, I) ,ii¢ i.'_ comiw,nenl s,d¢ ,d lhc l_,a/d Ihn I ,., lhc rL_hl.,v.,_l p_n v. hen v,c_.cd frcm_ lhc cogn-
• ./ g _._,.,,,:. /,t;,t,t ( ',,,:,h','h,_ I _ 1'_,: _,.,:; I,,:, ::_
ORIGINAL PAGE I_
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An_og Return
No( Used
Dili,-nCommon
V.
l:)i|iudCommon
Amdog Rcmm
-15V
hlN(;I.I I Nlfl I)
CH
q'H
('H
CH
(.'ll2
CH I0
CH 3
CH II
CH 4
CH 12
7
CH 15
Not Used
No_ Used
Clock Out
Ext. Trigger In
EOC Smms Out
EOS Stares Out
Analog Rctum
+ 15V
k
f
NOTE: _ &_,o / .-___. _ _c>C_. c4_,o ,_.-T -I_- _c-"_-,'_
All odd.m, mbcn_d pins ( I. ] .... 49) in= on compo_cm sick o4"_ bo_l. Fin I is _ dght-mos¢ pin when vi_wod from the corn-
tin
_=,
I
J
9
II
13
17
19
21
2_
:?
111
]:I
]7
41
4.%
4",
47
_. 4,_ --I%_.'
SINGLE-ENDED DI FI-E R ENT! AL
No( Used No[ Used
Analog Return Analog Return
Analog Rctum Analog Return
Nol Used No[ Used
Nol I-l_cd Not U_d
Anah_K Return Analog Return
- t_V
BIN
2
4
,
Ii
I0
12
14
16
2O
22
24
26
_0
32
:)4
36
35
4O
5o
SINGLE- ENDED DIFFERENTIAL
No_ Used No( Used _u.z._
CH 16 CHSHI
CH 24 Q"Hs LO A,/C
CH 17 CH 9 HI
CH 25 O! 9 LO
18 CH 10 HI
CH 26 CH lOLl:)
CH 19- CH I I HI
CH 27 CH II LO
CH 12 HI
CH 12 LO
CH 2O
CH 2X
CH 21
CH 29
CH 22
CH 30
Nm Used
No_ U _ed
-15V
CH 13 HI
CH 13 LO
CH 14 HI
CH 14 LO
CH 15 HI
C_ 15 LO
No( Used
No_ U,.cd
No¢ Used
• 15v
i
_'ll"kl nuntf_'fr,lplrl_{l. _I.... 49) al'concotlli_,ncnl _,idco[thcN'_/d }'in I ixlhcnghl...,_Ipm _hcn v_c_,C'd t'ron* Ihc COi'll-
l,_;,/," ' IS "_.:._,"., . I,G,_,I (',,,_-,', /,,, / ; f',,; ..1_,_::,:,,_,',:;,
tMN
7
g
II
lJ
I._
It
2J
2J
25
i
IJ
35
17
43
45
47
_ 49
OIISGL_AL PAGE 18
SINGI_" I-NI)ED
Not U_d
Analog Return
I
_r
Analog Return
Not Used
i Digital Cfmofl
Digiud Common
Analog Return
- 15V
I)I I-I:I-R ENTIAI.
Not Used
Analog Rclum
i
i
Analog Rclurn
Used
D/gilal Commoa
Dismd _
AMlOll R_um "':+:"
-15V
2
4
0
8
19
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
2E
3O
32
34
36
3E
40
42
44
.,so
SINGLE.ENDI-D
Not Used
CH 0
¢H B
CH I
CH9
CH2
CH I0
CH3
CH II
CH 4
¢H 12
CH5
¢H 13
I)II:'I:ER ENTIAL
Noc Used
Nol Used
Clock Om
Ext. Trigger In
F.OC Suam Om
EOS StacuaOut
+ ISV
Not U_d
CH O HI S _/ +
CH o LO _-,/ - k_f
CH 1 HI -_ ,
CH I LO _I -
CH2HI _7._
CH2LO _.,_ _ 1_2_
CH3H! _.- 4-
CH 3 LO s6--- I_-_-
CH 4 HI _, .._
CH 4 LO 3 • -
CH 5 HI :; e: +
CH 5 LO _G -
CH 6 CH 6 HI :_,' _"
CH 14 CH 6 LO :i,/-
CH 7 CH 7 HI 21 "+
CH 15 CHTLO :g_-
Not Used
Nm Used
Clock Out
Ext.Trigg_"In
EOC StatusOut
EOS Somts Out
AmllO l _ .
.+ISV
_-5
fm''9
CH 13 HI I;/L +
CH 13 LO _ - /C.I?_
C,l&.,'-
k..'T
k.t3
22 "--
CH 3O
CH 23
CH31
No( Used
IP
Not U_._d
Analog Return
+ 15V
CH 14 H!
eH 14 LO
CH 15 Hi _'_, "+"
CH 15LO _/_-
No_ Used
i
No,Usedol sed
+ISV
All _kl"numh, er_d pins ( I, 3 .... 49) are on componcn! side of the board. Pin I is the right.most pin when viewed from the com-
l_mcnl _"de v-'llh the board extractors at the top. _'-'_r,_"
TabA" 2 1.4 ..1,tal,_: hlpt_l ('_-t;l('c'/or ]3 I'i_t ..I,,,,i_mn+,_tl,.
N()
PIN
i
I
Analog Return
Not Used
t
Y
Not U_d
Analog Return
-15V
4'
No< Used
Analog R_
SINGLE.ENDED
8
!0
12
14
16
IR
20
22
24
26
2g
32
34
36
38
Analog Return
Not Used
i 40
42
Not Used 46
Analog Return 48
-.lSV 50
CH 19
CH 27
CH 20
CH 28
CH 21
CH 29
CTI 18
CH 26
No( Used 2 No_ Umgl
Analog Return 4 _ !_..-. -.
6 cu
04 17
CH25
SINGLE- ENDEDDIFFERENTIAL
CH 12 H! s,q +-
CH 12 LO ..V/s, -
04 I0 HI "_ ._ -_
CH IOLO ;g_-
CH II HI _t_.-i-
CH II LO si.x -
CH 9 H! S'7 "+.
CH9LO _'7 ---
No{ Used ._,_._,-_.b-_C.
CH8HI ,_,,o +
CH 8 LO :_ -
DIFFERENTIAL
A-_ £o..,*,y z_-
AUodd.numben_dpins(l,3 .... 49)an:oncompone.nt_id=ofth=boan:l. Pinlislherigh¢-moslpinwhenvicwedfmmth¢com. _e_-'r- ,"c'o
side with theboa_ exm_or_ at the top. _ _ .._..,_c_
Table 2.14 Anal, g l,pl+i Comlector J2 Pin Assignments
tin
f
I
3
7
9
II
17
19
D
27
D
49
SINGI.t--I-NDI-D
No_ U _d
Analog R¢lum
A
Analog Return
Nm Used
Digital Common
I.
Di|iud Common
Amdol Return
-15V
I)II'I:I-RN11AI.
Not t,h,,cd
Analog Return
T
AMlog Return
Nm Used
Digital Common
I/
Digiud Common
Analog Retum
-15V
: PIN
i
4
6
X CHI
l0 CH9
I
:= :CH 2
,,, ,CH tO
If1 I
,a ICH
zo 1CH
:: ',CH
._4 ] CH
2O I CH
2_ I CH
_ IcH
32 I ol
34 ICH
36 INto
SINGIJi-I-NI)i-D I)II-TI-R I-NTI AL
Not U_d Not U_d
CH 0 CH 0 HI 5 2., .v-
CH 8 CHOLO _zl -
CH3
II
4
12
5
13
6
14
7
15
Us_'d
CH I HI _jz-_
CH I LO _ 2 z-
CH2HI -¢z_. ÷
CH2LO _L3 -
CH3Hi S LV ,*-
CH3LO sz-y-
CH 4 HI ¢lq +
CH4LO :,_-
CH 5 I-i] _._*
CH 5 LO $/5 "
CH 6 HI 517.+
CH 6 LO ._t-)-
CH 7 Hi £Zc _"
CH7 LO _'Zo-
No( Used
38 I Nm U_d
40 I Clock Om
42 I Exl. Trigl_'r in
.44. I EOC Su_us C_
46 I EOS Slams Out
48 I Analog Return
50 I +ISV
i
No( Used
Clock Out
Ext. Trigger In
EOC Slalus Oul
EOS Status Out
Analog Rcem'n
+lSV
Mc hcf_ ¢"e._/-_
g ^ VtL_ y $
k_5-
NOTE
_11odd-Bmbc_xl pim (I. 3.... 49) m on compoccm side 04the board. Pin I is the dght-mo_ pin when viewed from the corn-
"" Table 2.14 Analog Input Comwctor J2 Pin A._sigm.enL_
SINGLE.ENDED
No( Used
Amdog R_um
,k
DIFFERENTIAL
No( Used
Analog Return
Amdog Rctum
Not Used
Not Used
Analog Return
-15V
['IN
i
T1;-i
Analog Return
Nol Used
No_ U_ed
Analog Retum
- tSV
Cc_-_ - _ _ _-_..5_.__
PIN I
2
4
6
8
l0
12
14
16
20
22
24
_ 26
28
3O
_2
34
]6
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
SINGLE.ENDED
No( U_d No( U_.d
CH 16 CHSHI
CH 24 CH 8 LO
CH 17
CH 25 -
DIFFERENTIAL
/,J C.-
CH9HI iLO
CH 18 O,! I0 H!
CH 26 CH IOLO
CH 19 CH II HI
CH 27 CH II LO
CH 20 CH 12 HI
CH 28 CH 12 LO
CH 13 HI
CH 13 LO
CH 14 HI
CH 14LO
CH 15HI
CH IS'LO
CH2I
CH 29
CH 22
CH 3O
O'123
CH3I
No( Used
I
?
No_ U_d
Analog Re_um
+lSV
No( Used
No_ Used
No( Used
+lSV
,MI ,,,ttd, numb,ergO pins ( I. 3 .... 49) ate on comF,t,ncn! side of Ihc b_)atd. Pin I is/he right, mo_,t pin when viewed from the com-
P"_'n_ _,,lc _,th the _lard cxtrac_nrs a! the top _- _
Tahh" 2. l.q ..Utah,.:: htlmt (',m_t,'c'tt_r J.'_ I'i_t A._._i._m_w_tts
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ADDRESS
WORD
LENGTH
LOCATION
BIT
NAME
BUS CONNECTION
PIN #
CONNECTOR
,_: .
•_..,,
_P
.,.:.
".,,:
• 5"_:,L_;_' i:_.........."
N'C
ADR4
ADR5
ADR6
ADR7
ADR8
NtC
GND "'0""
.sv,..,..,N ci ADRF AD11ADRE AD10AORD (GND} "'0"" O---
AORC
ADAPTOR X2ADRA
ADR9 N'C [ o --o
ADR8 AOIS I o--- oAD14 _
|
(GNO} "0"" I O--- --o
1
ADAPTOR X3
"'I"" ( - SV)
N'C
AD13
AD12
"1"" ( + 5V)
N C
AD17
AD16
Ib)'tcs)" " " " ..... ":--I Jumper _',
• ._,;.,.'a_q ._.'_h,_l_t ,qk"_,. -- . "" _ ._• ' ' "[ _'_;_"'_': ' " " 64K(l_b_x._] "" " v',_ .:.,'. _-/, _O,,c(n,,ct,nncct,,m,,,19"O'_o]'i_) 2 o_
... .'. _..
1M (20 bits)
I c,:\| ;-- :_!i:
.7 . ,[ . .
• . :)_..¢_ .',_,- _ _,_.
.-£_amplc: .
(0) ur - 5%"_I ._.
. ,.'..t,91t.91
i ?u-.. I .,,.i v2._._
ADDRESS
WORD
LENGTH
LOCATION
BIT
NAME
;,. - , ."_-_.._3_,,k,
" .- , a°
" ;"t
LZ4 BITS (16M8)
20 BITS {1MB}
16 BITS (MKBI
O t
I I
BUS CONNECTION N O m :_ • ,,_ • • •PIN # _ _ ¢ _ _ e_ _
I_ =_l= --CONNECTOR a --
o 0 0 t I t _ o o o o o 0 o _ e.o o
,,. ,., .. a," ¢¢ ee ¢¢ ar _" _" 0¢ ¢¢ ee ee ¢¢ ¢¢ I_ I_ _"
< <_ < < < < < < <: <[ <[ <[ < < < < <[ <: < < <. <. < <
I I ! I I I ! I I ! 1 I | I I $ 1 e I I I I
P1
Fignr, 2. I _/,.morv .4ddres._ .4._sig,m,en"
,:.. _,_
N 'C o f--------O ° 5V ("1 "" )
ADR4 _ ADRF
ADR5 ADRE
ADR6 ADRD
ADR7 ADRC
ADRB ADRA
NtC ADRCJ
GND "'0"" ADR8
oRx,
ORIGINAI_ PKG_
OE POOR QUALITY
N,cAD11 O o N'CAD10 AD13IGND) "'0"" AD12
ADAPTOR X2
/
4
N'C I O --O "1"" { ,,. 5V}
AD1S ( O---- O N C
:,DI¢ , o--. ,--o AD17
(GNDI "0"" I o---- --o AD16
b
ADAPTOR X3
•' " "' _' ".'."4' 2 _','
Figure 2.2 RTI-711 732 J_oj._'£.BIo,'k._ .'i
.7 :-_q:;. . . • :__';
.M U LT1 PLEXER CONFIGURATION " " ' ' "_" _':
] hc mullinlcxcr c;m acco;:mk,_!;:;c I:- ._0 v-'lc-cmk'd or S di_;c:'cnli;,] input chanrlels.:;_':_ . ;t..
;m,l ,.;m h,." ,..,,n.mdcd I,, ;_ccummud;,(c an a,idi=ionul 16 sinclc-cndcd ,,r S Llificrcntial '."; ":':""'
' ' . .. . • ..... ;, . ; _._. :_:L':, ./
inm,t ,'h:mncls ,,s dcscribcd in pnrn_ra_!$'2 17;'Tl'hC RTI-TI 1"732 boards arc sh*pped-_ . .
. __".. ..=,:.r.,_r.-,..,....... " .. . : .. .... . . . .'..:.
,.vith it,mp,,'v,- c,,mli,_'txr,',.l h,! ,,m,.:=c-,..'r=...l,..-d'' chann[-I ,_.p....r'a!it,,'a :_s sho,.vn in F_:_rt" ."
:.: l" ,i:i!:':.."::_._ .'!;.:;::,_, :',,.'; .'.,:'. _- I'_,I_;Z_'C ;_',,,::;_.':;_, ;:', ..... _...- ... ,ilt_--
::..:...: ,., } _/ .... "..;;" i;,, ;:.'::;_:- -'...'...:. i_; ! ,'d;;:_ _ : .:', ..;;.-i;.,'... :,,: ,;,.::_l',,
_!: i".:''_'_' K_'cI" l]'_" :t::_1! _:'r" -'" >i_,':': ,- "_.... ,,G_ _:63"i "'"
, d--f 
LADDRESS
WORD
LENGTH
LOCATION
BIT
NAME
BUS CONNEC_ON
PIN #
CONNECTOR
.v:/t_,. 2. I _lc'mom 4ddrc_._ ..ls._i,..,'mncn:
N'C
ADR4
ADR5
ADR6
ADR7
ADRB
N'C
GND "'0""
ADAPTOR xl
5V ("1"')
ADRF
ADRE
ADRD
ADRC
ADRA
ADR9
ADR8
N/C
ADll
AD10
(GNDI "0""
N'C
AD1S
AD14
IGNDI "'0"
ADAPTOR X2
"'1"" (- 5V!
NC
AD13
AD12
_'O --o ' -I (-SV;
I
o_ c JNC
o---- .---,,o i AD!7
I
o--- ,_o ] AD16
ADAPTOR X3
F_gt,,," 2.2 RTI-': / 732 J.,.:,:'r Sh,,;:,
MULTIPLEXER CONFI(;I. R-V[ION
iI|Pttt ,,,'}12111:1','}" .I- _it.'_.CI ii'_',! !11 :';::'_.tCl',_p_l _ -- "]-ht" " - I ' - " "
',',ilh ;',:,:l;_c:'- ,,,::l:'...'::tc,: :,,! -;:'.'i=._':_,i:,i ,'}:;_:_.IK ,I ,,:',,': :t", " . - -:' '.,;' :' ! _.".:'_
• :.: I: ,:.:;':t '":. " :'.:.. :: :- ' ,i .:,, "., .: ". '-
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OF POOR QUALI_
Addrcssabic Memory Range I
(byte.-, i Jumper
P._Kql_!_'.-. I nunctn,,..,,,'INc_tt,,:.,,¢_ ') "-'. _.2 c._
IM (20 b,t:.) I 90-91
T,,i,[, _" +.I,'..,,'_ Ra,..'c Jt.),p,',. °. _) •
Ex.t'nr )It: ::
• . _P"
Figure 2.2 .m,x_- ht)x_ I'J cunli,.'u)'c the iun,oc,: fur i, mt.::.,,'x hudrc:.-ol 3SF7OO.
Note th;_t c._,'h ,)1 the addr,.'s: bit.- ADI7-ADRa mu.-t bc 'u::m_'rcd v,:}_,.., t_, GND
,t)tt,: -._\ ,1'
{'#
%-
ADDRESS i -=
WORD
LENGTH
LOCATION
BIT
NAME
BUS CONNECTION
PIN #
CONNECTOR ! _'_
24 BITS (16M81
o . i, i,,1,01,i ,1,1,1,1,1 1,1,1 01i
o _ o o t , t 1o I t _ o o DO o o _ r _ o _ ol
l l ) I I l _ I I I l I I l I l l ! ) I I )
- p't .7_.]
|
[i,..'t_:, 2. I .I lcmo,'_ ,4ddres_ .-l._>i.,..',_,)tc,_:
NC
ADR4
ADR5
ADR6
ADR7
ADRS
N'C
GND "'0"
,_D&PTOP, x •
.SV {"I"I
ADRF
ADRE
ADRD
ADRC
ADRA
ADR9
ADll i N C
AD10 AD13
(GNDI "0'" AD12
ADAPTOR X2
NC (O --O ! "I"{-5V;
ADdS i o=--o__ o I r_c
B lI O---- --,,o AD16(GND} "0"* I
ADAPTOR X3
") _.1
F',.:t.','. ."._• RI'I-711 732 J..;:',': _3;( ,,',..'"
Xl I." LTI PLEXF R (.'ON It:l(.. t" R ..XTI (.) N
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.¢.
